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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, the problem of estimating the scale matrix in a Wishart 
distribution (refer as one-sample problem) and in a multivariate F distribution 
(which arise naturally from a two-sample problem) are considered. A new class of 
estimators which shrink the eigenvalues towards their harmonic mean is proposed. 
It is shown that the new estimator dominates the best linear estimator under 
two scale invariant loss functions. Furthermore, we will extend the one-sample 
problem to the problem of estimating the scale matrix in an elliptically contoured 
matrix distribution. Similarly, we show that the estimators which shrink the 
eigenvalues towards their arithmetic mean dominate the unbiased estimator under 
the squared error loss function. 
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1.1 Main Problems 
In recent years, there is a considerable amount of research in the area of 
decision-theoretic estimation of a covariance matrix E in a multivariate normal 
distribution. This work has proved that some estimator of E can provide a signif-
icant improvement over the sample covariance matrix S, essentially by focusing 
attention on the problem of estimating the characteristic roots of E by functions 
of the characteristic roots of S which have a tendency to shrink these sample 
roots towards a central value. In this thesis, with normality assumption, we 
consider the problem of estimating the scale matrices from the Wishart distribu-
tion and the multivariate F distribution which usually occur in the multivariate 
analysis of variance and discriminant analysis setting. On the other hand, with-
out the normality assumption, we will extend the problem to estimation of the 
scale matrices of the multivariate elliptically contoured matrix distributions, say 
1 
multivariate-elliptical t distribution and e-contaminated normal distribution. 
In this thesis, our approach of estimating a scale matrix A (whose eigenvalues 
are wi, ...,Wm{wi > … > Wm > 0)) is to construct a random matrix G with 
observable eigenvalues h,...,lm(h > … > lm > 0). Based on the G, we con-
/S A 
struct an "estimate" A{G) of A where the eigenvalues of A(G) may be regarded 
as estimates of Wi,..., Wm, eigenvalues of A. In order to make these estimates 
are observable, we only consider some proper estimates in the sense that they 
are depend on G only through its eigenvalues li”",lm. Therefore, in this the-
sis, we only consider the orthogonally invariant estimates of A which have the 
same eigenvectors as G and whose eigenvalues are functions only of /i,… lm, i.e., 
estimates of the form 
A(G) = H^{L)H', 
where G = HLH' with H is an m x m orthogonal matrix, L = diag{li,..., /^) 
and ¢(1/) = diag{^i{L),… (j)rn{L)). In this case, the observable random variable 
(j>i{L) can be regarded as an estimate of wi for i = 1,..., m. 
For the Wishart case, consider … are independently and identically 
distributed from m-multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and unknown 
, covariance matrix E, that is Xi AT (^0, E). If we let S = E ^ i ^i^i be the sam-
ple dispersion matrix, it is well known that S W"r^ (n, E). Based on this 5, we 
attempt to get a good estimator of the scale matrix E. Under some scale-invariant 
loss functions, we will consider the class of orthogonally invariant estimators that 
2 
shrink their eigenvalues towards the harmonic mean with the form of 
^a = a{kS) + (1 - C ^ ) ^ ^ I m , (1.1) 
where k is a scalar and a is a shrinkage parameter with 0 < a < 1. 
For the multivariate F case, consider two independent Wishart matrices Si 
and S2 with 
^ "^Mn &) i = l,2. 
Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) concerned the problem of estimating the eigen-
values 5i,..., Sm (¾ > ..• > 6m > 0) of E1E2^. These eigenvalues are im-
portant for testing Ho : Ei = E2 against Hi : Ei + E2 because they form 
maximal invariant under a natural group of invariant transformations. More-
over, it can be proved that any invariant test statistic is a function of li,..., 1^ 
{l\ > • • • > lm > 0), the eigenvalues of S \S5 \ and hence its power function only 
depends on (5i, ".,6m, the eigenvalues of E1E2^. Assume F is a random matrix 
from a multivariate F-distribution with degrees of freedom ni, ri2 and scale matrix 
A, that is F Fm{ri1,n2; A). Then, under some scale-invariant loss functions, 
the orthogonally invariant estimators we consider have form 
A . = a(A:F) + ( l - a ) ^ ^ : ^ ^ / ^ (1.2) 
where k is a scalar and a is a shrinkage parameter with 0 < a < 1. 
In the elliptically contoured matrix case, since the considered loss function 
is the squared error loss, we will consider the orthogonally invariant estimators 
with the form 
A« = a{kS) + (1 a ) ^ ^ ^ / m (1.3) 
m 
3 
whose eigenvalues are shrinked towards the arithmetic mean. This class of esti-
mators was also considered by Leung and Chan(1998). 
1.2 The Basic Concept of Decision Theory 
Although statistical problems are quite varied in nature, some of them are 
clearly decision problems such as in most business and industrial problems. In 
these, the state of nature is unknown, but a decision whose consequences depend 
on the unknown state of nature must be made. Such a problem is a statistical 
decision problem when there are data that give partial information about the 
unknown state. The decision theory includes two main components. The first 
one is a set of observations (data) with a usually not fully known distribution 
(e.g. the distribution of the data may contain an unknown parameter 6 that 
lies in some known set 9). The second one is possible numerical loss/gain due 
to choosing one of a number of possible decisions. The expected loss (gains are 
negative losses) is a primary consideration in evaluating decisions. 
If 9 € 6 is the true state of nature, the action 6{X) € T may be correct, may 
be wrong but not seriously wrong, or may be grossly incorrect. This relationship 
is quantified by a loss function, denoted by L{6{X)\6). In estimation problems, 
6{X) can be regarded as an estimator of 7r(^), the loss function is any real-value 
function, L{6{X)\6), such that 
L{d{xy,e) > 0 for any 6{x) 
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and 
L{6{x)] 6) = 0 when 6{x) = 7r((9). 
The risk function is defined to be the expected loss. That is 
R{6,e) = Ex[L{6{X);0)], 
In this thesis, the loss functions we consider are 
Li(A,A) = tr(A-^A) - ln|A"^A| - m (1.4) 
L2(A,A) = tr{A-^A - 1)2 (1.5) 
L3(A,A) tr{A - A)2. (1.6) 
The loss functions Li and L2 are two scale-invariant losses, while Li is the entropy 
loss (entropy type - 1) introduced by James and Stein(1961), L2 is the quadratic 
loss proposed by Selliah(1964). The loss function L3 is the generalizations of 
the ordinary squared error loss used in the univariate setup and is non-invariant. 
Since L2 penalizes over-estimates more than under-estimates, smaller estimates 
are necessary under L2 than Li. 
In decision theory, the objective of estimation problems is to find an estimator 
such that its risk function is small for all possible values of the parameter. In 
order to compare estimators, we have to introduce the following definitions: 
Definition 1.1 Let ^i and 62 be two estimators 0f7r(^) with risk function R(S, 0), 
Then, ^i is as good as 62 if R{6i,6) < R{62,0) for all 6 e 0 ; ^i is better than 62 
if R(6i, 6) < R(62,0) for all 9 e 6 and R{6i, 6) < R{62,0) for some 9 e 0 ; ^i is 
equivalent to 62 if R{6i, 9) = R(62,6) for all 6 e 6 . 
5 
Remark: If 61 is better than S2, we say that 61 dominates 82. 
Definition 1.2 An estimator 8 of 7r(^ ) is admissible if there is no another esti-
mator 6' of 7r{6) that is better than 6. An estimator 6 of 7r{6) is inadmissible if 
there exists an estimator S, of 7r(^) that is better than 6. 
1.3 The Class of Orthogonally Invariant Esti-
mators 
From Muirhead(1987), for the problem of estimating eigenvalues, the observed 
eigenvalues are likely to spread out in the sense that /1 tends to overestimate wi 
and lm tends to underestimate Wm- So, under some scale-invariant loss functions 
(e.g. Li and L2), we will attempt to improve this problem by shrinking their 
eigenvalues towards the harmonic mean. At the beginning, we find out the best 
linear estimator kG of the parameter matrix A where (G, A) is usually denoted 
by {S, E) under Wishart case and (F, A) under multivariate-F case, in the sense 
that we attempt to find a linear estimator that minimizes the risk with a chosen 
loss function. In Wishart case, Haff(1980) showed that 
k = — (for Li) and 
n 
k = (for L2). 
n + m + 1 ^ 
In multivariate-F case, Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) showed that 
n 2 - m - l 
k = (for Li) 
ni 
6 
and Leung and Muirhead(1988) showed that 
k = ( n 2 - m ) ( n 2 - m - 3 ) “ ) 
{rii + m + l)(n2 — m — 1) + mrii + 2 
By the spectral decomposition theorem, kG = HLH' where H is an orthogonal 
matrix and L = diag{li,… lm) with k's are the eigenvalues of kG. By shrinking 
their eigenvalues, we obtain a better estimator A{G) = H^{L)H' where ^{L)= 
diag{^i{L),..., 0^(L)), L = diag{li,..., lm) and k are the eigenvalues of kG. Now 
UL) = k-{l-a){k-l) 
= a l i + (1 - a)l 
= a L + (1 — oi)-=:^~TT" ~ • 
E S “ i /m . 
Since tr{kG)-^ = tr{HLH')-^ Zr[Zri(^ ' i / )- i] = tr{L-^) = ET=i K \ we have 
_ — 
U L ) 0 … 0 
0 ^ 2 { L ) … 0 
HL)= 
• • • • 
• * • • 
0 0 • • 
0 0 … ^ m { L ) 
_ 
/i 0 … 0 
0 h … 0 m T 
= a + ( l — W ^ ^ ^ ^ J -
* • • • • 
• • • • 
0 0 … l m 
= a “ ( i - w ; ^ ; : ^ £ p ‘ 
Hence, the orthogonally invariant estimates of parameter A is 
K = m m ' = a{kG)+(1 G ) V m . 
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It suggests that the class of orthogonally invariant estimators should be 
|A, : Aa = a{kG) + (1 - €0 ( 1/ 0 < a < l | 
where kG is the best linear estimator of A and a is the shrinkage parameter that 
represent the degree of shrinkage. A similar class of estimators was considered 
by Konno(1991) and Leung(1992). 
Since the best linear estimator of A (under L3) depends on the unknown 
A (see Dey(1989)), the shrinkage estimator is based on the unbiased estimator 
rather than the best linear estimator. In the elliptically contoured matrix case, 
it suggests that the class of orthogonally invariant estimator should be 
| A « : A« = a(kG) + (1 - a ) ^ - ^ ^ I m , 0 < a < l | 
where kG is the unbiased estimator of A with k = l/[n(-2^//(0))] (see Chapter 
4 of this thesis) and a is the shrinkage parameter that represents the degree of 
shrinkage. This class of estimators was also considered by Leung and Chan(1998). 
1.4 Related Works 
In many classical multivariate procedures, people liked to pay attention 
to random and parameter matrices and their eigenstructures. Many features 
(e.g. invariance) can be obtained by investigating the structure of their eigen-
values. In particular, Stein(1975) considered the class of orthogonally invari-
ant estimators of scale matrices. Actually, works along this direction can also 
be found in Haff(1980), Dey and Srinivasan(1985), Lin and Perlman(1985) and 
8 
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Dey(1988). Representative reviews on this field can be found in Muirhead(1987) 
and Pal(1993). However, all estimators they proposed only shrink the eigenval-
ues towards the origin. In practice, it is more useful and reasonable to shrink the 
eigenvalues towards some central values. 
On the other hand, in estimation problems, the idea of shrinking the eigenval-
ues towards certain central value we use in this thesis is not new. It has been used 
in Friedman(1989) and Leung and Chan(1998) where the arithmetic mean, in-
stead of the harmonic mean, was adoted as the central value. In Friedman(1989), 
he introduced this shrinkage to discriminant analysis, and coined the name "reg-
ularized discriminant analysis". In Leung and Chan(1998), they considered the 
same estimation problem but using the squared error loss function. 
The estimation problem of the scale matrix A in a multivariate F distribu-
tion is closely related to the problem in Wishart distribution because it actually 
arise from a two-sample setting (see Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) and Leung 
and Muirhead(1988)). This problem has been considered by many authors, such 
as Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985), Leung and Muirhead(1988), Dey(1989), 
Gupta and Krishnamoorthy(1990), Konno(1991) and Leung(1992). 
The estimation problem of the scale matrix in an elliptically contoured ma-
trix distribution is actually an extension of the above problem because the dis-
tributions considered in this case come from the same idea in Wishart case ex-
cept the normality assumption. In recent years, this topic has an increasing 
amount of attention. Works in this field can be found in Kelker(1969), Fang, 





The later chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we will 
consider the problem of estimating the scale matrix E in a Wishart distribution 
(one-sample problem) under the loss functions Li in (1.4) and L2 in (1.5) respec-
tively. First, we will discuss the significance of this problem and review some 
previous works in this problem. Then we will get into the main objective of this 
chapter. That is to show that the best linear estimator kS of E is inadmissible 
A\ 
and is dominated by the shrinkage estimator T,a in (1.1) for some a. Moreover, 
the ‘optimal value of a will be provided. Finally, we carry out a Monte Carlo 
simulation to study the performance of the shrinkage estimator with the optimal 
value of a comparing to the best linear estimator. 
Similarly in Chapter 3, we will consider the problem of estimating the scale 
matrix A in a multivariate F distribution (two-sample problem) under the loss 
functions Li in (1.4) and L2 in (1.5) respectively. With the same procedure in 
Chapter 1 the main objective of this chapter is to prove that the best linear 
estimator kF of A is inadmissible and is dominated by the shrinkage estimator 
Aa in (1.2) for some a. Similarly, we will provide an optimal value of a and carry 
out a simulation to study the performance of the proposed estimator. 
In Chapter 4’ we will extend to consider the problem of estimating the scale 
matrix E in an elliptically contoured matrix distribution, especially the spherical 
10 
matrix distributions, under the loss function L3 in (1.6). With the same proce-
dure in Chapters 1 and 2 the main objective of this chapter is to prove that the 
unbiased estimator kS of E is inadmissible and is dominated by the shrinkage 
estimator E^ in (1.3) for some a. Finally, we will use two common but im-
portant spherical distributions, the multivariate-elliptical t distribution and the 





Estimation of the Scale Matrix in 
a Wishart Distribution 
Suppose the m x n matrix Z' = (Zi, Z2,..., Zn) is a matrix of independent 
normal vectors with mean zero and an unknown covariance matrix E, i.e. Zi 
Nm{0, E) for i = l,2,. . . ,n, then the m x m matrix S = Z'Z has the central 
Wishart distribution with scale matrix E and n degrees of freedom, denoted by 
S M U n ’ ” . 
In this chapter, our work is to get an improved estimator of a scale matrix E 
in a central Wishart distribution under the two loss functions 
Li(E, t ) = tr{tT,-^) ln|EE"^| - m (2.1) 
and 
L2(E, E) = tr{YT^t - I f . (2.2) 
12 
• 
We will consider the best linear estimator 
t = kS (2.3) 
and the shrinkage estimator 
E« = akS + (1 - a ) A : ^ ^ / . (2.4) 
In Section 2.1, we review the previous work in this field. In Section 2.2, we 
provide some useful lemmas for calculating risks. In that section, we will use the 
Wishart identity in appendix to prove the lemmas. Later sections, we will show 
that the shrinkage estimate dominates the best linear estimate for some values of 
a under the loss functions Li and L>2. Lastly, we perform the simulation study 
for investigating our results. 
2.1 Review of the Previous Works 
The problem of estimating the scale matrix has been studied by many authors. 
\ 
They usually consider the orthogonally invariant estimates described in previ-
ous chapter. The relevant papers include Efron and Morris(1976), Stein(1977), 
Haff(1979,1980,1982), Verthaworn(1983), Lin and Perlman(1985), Dey and Srini-
vasan(1985), Dey(1988) and Jin(1993). Now, let us briefly introduce their work. 
From previous work, we have known that ( l /n )5 is an unbiased estimate for 
E; its eigenvalues li > ... > lm, however, tend to be much more dispersed than 
the eigenvalues of Wi > ... > w^ of E, especially when E « kI. Muirhead(1987) 
says that, in general, a simple convexity argument shows that /i overestimates Wi 
13 
and that lm underestimates Wm, so that an intuitively appealing approach is to 
shrink the sample eigenvalues towards some central value. A great deal of work 
has been done on estimating E. Among the scalar multiples of 5, Haff(1980) 
showed that the best estimator (under Li) is the unbiased estimator 
. 1 
Si = - 5 , 
n 
and the best estimator (under L2) is 
So = :S. 
n + m + 1 
A 
However, both of them are inadmissible. James and Stein(1961) proved that Ei 
is not minimax and derived a constant risk minimax estimator that dominates 
the unbiased estimator. The proposed estimator is 
E = P'DP 
where P is a lower-triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements such that 
PP' = 5, and D = diag{d\,… dm) with 
di = ~ ——1 … , 1 (i = l, . . . ,m). 
n + m — 2i + 1 
Stein(1977) considered the class of orthogonally invariant estimators of co-
variance matrix, it is of the form 
t = m{L)B! 
where R is the orthogonal matrix (7 = R'R — RR') such that S = RLR', 
L = diag{li,..., lm) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of S with li > l2 > 
14 
. . .> lm > 0 and ^(L) = diag{^i{L), ••• ^m{L)), ^i{L) > 0 is a real function for 
i — 1 • • •, TfL% 
Under Li, Stein(1977) chose 
/. 
_ = n - m + l + 2 Z , E r ^ - ' 
3^i ' 
which is obtained by approximately minimizing the risk of the unbiased estimator. 
Based on Stein(1977), Haff(1982) obtained a Bayes estimator of E among a 
class of orthogonally invariant estimators by minimizing the Bayes risk. The 
estimator is of the form R^{L)R' with 
_ = n - m - l i 2 / . E r ^ ' 
j#i ' ‘ 
we note that it is similar to the estimator obtained by Stein(1977). 
Under the loss functions Li and L2, Lin and Perlman(1985) studied the Stein's 
orthogonally invariant estimators of E. The result of Monte Carlo study revealed 
that the Stein's orthogonally invariant estimator has significant improvement in 
A 
risk comparing to the unbiased estimator E. From previous work, we see that 
many authors have studied in this subject. Based on these, we are interested in 





2.2 Some Useful Statistical and Mathematical 
Results 
In this section, we will provide some statistical/mathematical results. These 
results are useful in calculating the risk involved in next sections. 
Lemma 2.1 Suppose S has a Wishart distribution Wm{n, E, M), then 
E{S) = nE + M'M 
where E is the covariance matrix and M is the noncentrality matrix. A special 
case is the central Wishart distribution, where M 0. 
Proof. Magnus and Neudecker(1979) provided this proof. 
Lemma 2.2 Given S W"m(n, S), then E[trS] = n{trY). 
Proof. E[trS] = tr[^;(5)] = tr(nE) = n{trT,). 
Lemma 2.3 For any positive definite matrix A, ln|/ + A\ > trA - {l/2)trA^. 
Proof. See Konno(1991), Section 3. 
Lemma 2.4 For 0 < a < 1, \na > - ( 1 — a ) / a . 
Proof. 
\na = ln[l — (1 — a) 
= _ ( i _ ‘ i l ^ _ l i ^ 
> _ ( l — a) — ( l _ a ) 2 _ ( l _ a ) 3 — _ 
1 — a 




Lemma 2.5 Given S Wm(n E), then 
mm >e 1 
^^5]-l 
n - m - 1 < E <n-m4-l. 
t7*0 
Proof. We apply the Wishart identity given in appendix with V == I and h = 
l/trS-\ Since tr{DV) = 0 and dh/dS = ^ ) / ( t r 5 - i ) 2 , we have 
E _ = 2 - " , [ ^ ^ ] 
“trS_2 1 
= 2 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ j + ( n - m - l ) . 
“ t r S _ 2 ] 
Since Haff(1980) proved that 0 < E ( ^ < 1, 
trE—il 
n-m- 1 < E ^^^_i < n-m + 1. 
Lemma 2.6 Given S Wm(n, E), then 
• trYi~^ 1 \trYr^ 
1 ^ ^ ^ - - + ^ . 
Proof. We apply the Wishart identity given in appendix with V = S~^ and 
h l/(tr6^-i)2. Since tr{DV) = 0, V^ (1/2) = ^l^)2) and dh/dS = 25^/(tr5^_i)3, 
we have 
p trS-2 1 ‘ ^ T , 1 ( i z J k S - i S - i l 
^ i l ^ J ^ l ^ T / _ j + ( n - r n - l ) E [ > ^ ^ ^ -
— i J ^ - 2 ^ i / 2 ) ) ] | ( n D ^ f r ^ i ] 
- (tr5-i)3 +( i ) h [ ( t n S - i ) 2 _ 
, ^ > ( 5 - 2 E - i ) l ( -^9-1] 
= 4 _ ^ ^ _ + ( -1) . 7 ^ ^ . 
7 , ^ " tr(5-iE-i) ( ,,Jtr^''S-'' 
^ 4 _ ^ ^ + ( " - 1 ) 7 ^ ; ^ . 
trZ)—i <S_i 
= ( … + ^^ ^ . 
V^v-i" 
< {n-m + 3)E ^ • 
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Lemma 2.7 Given S Wm(n E), then 
kE—25n , ^ ^ ”2 11 
E ^ 2) ^ • 
• J L. • 
Proof. We apply the Wishart identity given in appendix with V == 15 and 
h = l/trS-\ Since tr{DV) = [(m + l) /2]trE"i ^nd dh/dS = S^ji^trS_7, we 
have 
- [ ^ ] = — + 1 ) < ] + 2 ^ § _ ] + ( " — - 1 ) < ] 
. J L J L J J 
^ p \ i ^ ^ ~ ' ] I o p r^^^(2)^(l/2)" 
= [ ^ ^ ” 2 _ {trS-^y _ 
t r S - i ] ^JtrS-^V] 
1 ^ ^ ” 2 ["(^^. 
^ "trS-i ^JtrS-'^-'] 
= ^ E - T ^ , 2 E _ ^ W ^ . 
^ 'tr^-A ^ ^ f t r E - ^ l 
^ 1 ^ +2 ^ ^ 
_ J L • 
. t r S _ r 
= ( — [ ^ ^ . . 
Lemma 2.8 Given S W" (^n, S), then E[tr{^-^Sf] = nm{n + m + 1). 
Proof. See Lemma 2.2(ii) of Leung(1994a). 
2.3 Improved Estimation of E under the Loss Li 
Suppose S Wr„(n E). Under the loss function Li in (2.1) Haff(1980) proved 
that the best estimator of E, among the scalar multiples of 5, is the unbiased 
A 
estimator Ei = ( l /n)5. In this section, we will compare it to the estimators with 
the form 
A Tfl 
S« = aEi + ( l - a ) ^ ^ 7 
trEi 
18 
g^ ^ (l-g)m^ 
n ntrS-i 
which belong to orthogonally invariant estimators with the same eigenvectors as 
A 
Si. Its eigenvalues shrink toward the harmonic mean of eigenvalues of Ei because 
they have the form of 
<!>i{L) = a^ + (l-a)^ 
=^i + (l-a)^^i^ (z = l,...,m) 
n n 
where l = m/trS~^ is the harmonic mean of h,..., lm, the eigenvalues of S. 
A 
Theorem 2.1 Assume n > m. Under the loss Li in (2.1) the estimate S^ 
A 
dominates Ei provided that 
—nm + Jn?m? + Snm{m — 1) 
- < a < 1. 
4(m — 1) 
Proof. 
A 
The risk of Ei is 
mE,Si) = E \tr f - 5 E " ^ ^ - ln -5E"^ - m \ L \n / n J 
=-E [ln -5E"^ 
. n J 
=-E [ln - ( E - ^ 5 E - 5 ) 1 where E - ^ 5 E " i W;^(n, I). 
. . n J 
Since the distribution of E"^/^5E"^/^ is independent of E, Ei has a constant risk. 
The risk of E^ is 
= + [ ( ^ + i ^ _ ^ J ) S - i -
1 LV^ * S - i / J 
, (a ^ (1 — a)m \ „ , ] 
-1 + ^  ^ - - } 
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= E L r f l 5 E " 0 + ^ l f ^ t r S - ^ - ln ! ^ \n J ntrS_i n 
- M a / | - l n | / . i i ^ 5 - ^ | - n . ; 
, , (l — a)?Tin tr*E-il l i . 
= ( a - l ) m + ^ ^ E [ ^ J - ^ [ l n - 5 E 
- m l n a - E [ l n / + ^ ^ 5 - ^ " . 
_ • 
Define 
Gi(E) = i ^ (E ,E i ) - i ^ (E ,E , ) 
/- 1 ( l - c O ^ n J " E _ i l , E^ n 
= ( 1 a)m + mlna - - ~ ^ j ^ ^ E t r ^ [ 
r . (1 — + o-l ‘ 
“ a t r S - ^ ^ • 
, , (1 — a)m, .. 
> (1 a)m + mlna - - ~ ~ ^ ~ ( n - m + 1) 
+ E [ln I + (1 ) 7 ^ 1 1 (by Lemma 2.5) 
atrS-^ 
• • 
, (1 — a)m(m — 1) 
> mlna + ^ — 
n 
r ( l - g ) m _ ( l - g ) W t r 5 - M Lemma 2.3) 
_ OL 2a2 (tr5-i)2j ) 
(1 a)m(m - 1) (1 a)m (1 - a)^m^ 
> mlna + 1 7r~^  
_ n a 2a^ 
(1 — a)m (1 — a)m{m — 1) 
a n 
+ (1 + - (1 - ;2 2 (by Lemma 2.4) 
a 2o? 
m — 1 (1 — a)m] .^ /« c\ 
= ^ o 2 1 - « — . (2.5) 
n 2a^ 
A sufficient condition for Gi(E) > 0 is 
m - 1 (1 - a)m 
^ o > 0 and 0 < a < 1 
n 2o? 
or equivalently, 
—nm + Jn^w? + Snm{m — 1) 
^ 7 T^  < OL < 1; 
4(m — 1) 
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completing the proof. 
Intuitively speaking, we would like to find a value of a that maximizes the risk 
difference Gi(E). However, such a value of a generally depends on the unknown 
matrix E. Instead, we suggest using an ‘optimal, value of a that maximizes the 
lower bound of Gi(E) in (2.5). 
For the lower bound of Gi(E) in (2.5), if we take the first derivative and set 
it to zero, then we have 
d f m - 1 (1 a)m] \ 
^ { - - ^ 1 ^ ( 1 - + 0 
= . Z ^ ^ ^ r n a - l ) ( ^ ) = 0 
n \a J \a^J 
=^ a^ + ra - r = 0, (2.6) 
where r = nm/{m - 1). From Merritt(1962) P.49, the real solution of the cubic 
equation is 
3 r f ^ ^ 3 r [r^ r^ 
a = ^ 2 + V T + ^ + ^ 2 - V T + ^ -
We note that when a < 0, the left side of (2.6) is always less than zero. When 
a > 1, the left side of (2.6) is always greater than zero. Therefore, we know that 
a* is between 0 and 1 because a* is a solution of (2.6) (i.e. make the left side of 
(2.6) equal to zero). 
On the other hand, we note that the second derivative at a = a* is 
d^ ( m — 1 (1 — a)m] ,_^ 1 
& { h ^ - " ^ j ( i - — L 
= J n L ( 2 - ^ ) 
(a*)3 V a*J 
< 0 
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it implies that the lower bound in (2.5) is maximized at a = a*. Although for 
certain E, some other values of a may produce larger risk difference than a a 
a* generally produce large risk differences for different E. Thus, we will suggest 
using a = a* and the corresponding estimator of S is 
t ^ ^ ^ - l s ^ ^ ^ L (2.7) 
n ntrS_i 
2.4 Simulation Study for Wishart Distribution 
under the Loss Li 
In the problem of estimating the scale matrix E of a Wishart distribution, 
A A 
a Monte Carlo simulation study is a way to compare the risks of Ei and E^* 
given by (2.7). In the simulation study, we take m = 3 and n 5 10,25, and 
then generate 1000 Wishart matrices from Wm{n, E) with three different choices 
of E. Then 1000 Ei and ta* were obtained from these Wishart matrices so that 
the average losses (i.e. mean of the 1000 losses) for Li could be calculated. All 
results were summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Table 2.1 gives the average losses 
and their standard errors (i.e. ratio of the standard deviation of the 1000 losses 
to ^Jn) which are given in parenthesis for the three selected E. In Table 2.2, 
A 
the percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for E^* compared with Si are 
given, where PRIAL is 
^ , g j ) - G ( ^ ) x l O O 
IT(S, Ei) 
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with I^(E,Ei) and I^(E, E^) are two average losses for the 1000 generated Ei 
and t a respectively. Note that the PRIAL is an estimate of 
E[L^O ,t^)]-E[L^{E,t^^)] ^ • 
E[Li{E,ti)] . 
A 
Table 2.1 shows that, with fixed n and m, the average losses of the estimator Ei 
are same. It indicates that Ei has a constant risk as we mentioned in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. The results also indicate that the risks decrease as n increases. 
From Table 2.2, we see that PRIAL for any combination of n and E is positive. 
Moreover, the PRIAL is large especially when n is small. 
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Table 2.1 Average loss and standard error for E using loss function Li 
E n=5 n=10 n=25 
diag(l,l,l) El 1.58225 .6893668 .2458272 
(2.85 X 10-2) (1.23 X 10-2) (4.62 x 10"^) 
E^. 1.42983 .6390714 .2365714 
(2.72 X 10-2) (1.16 X 10—2) (4.46 x 10_3) 
diag(4,2,l) El 1.58225 .6893668 .2458271 
(2.85 X 10-2) (1.23 X 10-2) (4.62 x 10"^) 
ta* 1.43522 .6424978 .2373023 
(2.71 X 10-2) (1.17 X 10-2) (4.47 x 10-” 
diag(25,l,l) El 1.58225 .6893668 .2458272 
(2.85 X 10-2) (1.23 X 10-2) (4.62 x lO-” 
ta* 1.44116 .6465775 .2377334 
(2.72 X 10-2) (1.17 X 10-2) (4.48 x lO-” 
Table 2.2 — PRIAL of Eg* over Ei using loss function Li 
E n=5 n=10 n=25 
diag(l,l,l) 9.63303 7.29589 3.76515 
diag(4,2,l) 9.29261 6.79884 3.46782 
diag(25,l,l) 8.91712 6.20704 3.29247 
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2.5 Improved Estimation of E under the Loss L2 
Suppose S Wm(n, 5]). Under the loss function L2 in (2.2), Haff(1980) proved 
that the best estimator of E, among the scalar multiples of S, is E2 ( l /c)S 
where c = n + m + 1. In this section, we will compare it to the estimators with 
the form 
A - ,_« m T 
5]« = aS2 + ( l - a ) 7 ^ / 
tr2j2 
a . 1 - a)m ^ 
= : S + ~ ^ [ ^ I , 
which belong to orthogonally invariant estimators with the same eigenvectors as 
Eg. Its eigenvalues shrink toward the harmonic mean of eigenvalues of E2 because 
they have the form of 
ct>i{L) = a ^ + ( l - a ) -
c c 
= ^ i + ( l - a ) ^ ^ i ^ (z = l , . . . ,m) 
c c 
where Z = m/trS'^ is the harmonic mean of k,… lm, the eigenvalues of S. 
Theorem 2.2 Assume m > 3 and n > m + 3 + 12/(m - 3). Under the loss L2 
A A 
in (2.2), the estimate E^ dominates E2 provided that 
^ < a < l 
a 
where 
a = n{n + m + 1) + m{n - m + 3)(n m + 1) — 2(n + 2)(n m + 1) and 




The risk of E2 is 
/1 \2] 
i?(E, t2) = E tr [-^~^S - I j 
m • 
=E l^tr(E-^Sf - -tr{E-^S) + m 
.& c J 
= n m ( n + m + l) ^ + (by Lemma 2.8) 
c2 C 
—nm 
= h m. 
c 
We note that it is independent of E, so E2 has a constant risk. 
A 
The risk of E^ is 
,(^) = + 1 + ¾ ^ / ) - / ] ] 
= 1$ 2 + ^ ^ 2 + 
. ^ ^ M . - s ) - ^ M - ^ . ) - M . . - > ] 
_ a^nm (1 - afm? \ trY.-^ 1 2a{l-a)m \trY.-^S' 
= ~ ^ + ~~^~~" [{trs-^n + ^ [1^^. 
2(1 - a)m ^ ftrE"^ l 2anm ,. 
_^ ,——E ~— + m . (by Lemma 2.8) 
c [trS-^l c 
Define 
G2(2) i?(E, E2) - R{^, Sa) 
— 2(1 - a)nm (1 - a^)nm 2(1 - a)m^ p r S _ r 
— c c c trS_i 
(1 - afm? r trS-2 1 — 2a{l-a)m l t r ^ ^ 
^ [(tr5-i)2j ^ [ trS-i • . 
Using Lemma 2.6-2.7, 
^ ,_ , 2(1 - a)nm (1 — a^)nm 2(1 — a)m (1 - afw? G2(S) > + " ~ - ~ ~ + [ ^ ~ 
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, 2a(l-a)m, 1^^ 1 ( + 3)— c2 ( + 2) E — 
J L- • 
—(1 — a)^nm (1 — OL)m,^. . . . ,. ( , 
= ^ ^ + ^——;r^ 2(n + m + 1) - (1 — a)m{n — m + 3) 
C C2 
\trYi-^' 
- 2 a ( n + 2 ) ] E [ -
> (1 - W2mr^ + O z ^ [ 2 ( n + m + l)(n _ m 1) 
— c d" 
- ( 1 — a)m{n — m + 3)(n — m + 1) 
-2a{n + 2)(n — m + 1)] (by Lemma 2.5) 
= > “ ) _ (n + m + 1 
where 
a = n{n + m + 1) + m{n — m + 3)(n m + 1) — 2(n + 2)(n — m + 1) and 
b = n(n + m + 1) + m{n — m + 3)(n - m + 1) — 2(n + m + l)(n m — 1). 
A sufficient condition for G2(E) > 0 is h/a < a < 1. 
We note that 
a > [(n + m + l) + m ( n - m + 3 ) - 2 ( n + 2 ) ] ( n - m + l) 
=[m{n - m) + 3(m - 1) - (n - m)]{n m + 1) 
> [m{n m) — (n — m)] {n — m + 1) 
={m - l){n - m){n - m + 1) > 0 if n > m 
b > n{n + m + 1) + [m{n — m + 3) - 2{n + m + l)](n — m + 1) 
> 0 if m{n - m + 3) - 2(n + m + 1) > 0 




- < 1 if (n + m + l)(n - m - 1) > (n + 2)(n - m + 1) 
a 
12 
if n > m + 3H - . 
— m — 3 
Obviously, for any positive integer m, 
12 4 
m + 3 + > m + 1 + > m. 
m 3 m — 1 
Therefore, we only have to assume n > m + 3 + 12/(m 3) so that the range of 
a makes sense. It completes the proof. 
The ‘optimal, value of a is a* = (a + b)/{2a) because it maximizes the lower 
bound of G^2(S) in (2.8). The corresponding estimator of E is 
g — S u i l ^ / . (2.9) 
c ctrS_i 
2.6 Simulation Study for Wishart Distribution 
under the Loss L2 
For estimating the scale matrix E of a Wishart distribution, we carried out 
A A 
a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare the risks of S2 and E^. defined in 
(2.9). For m = 4 and n 20,25 50 a sample of 1000 Wishart matrices were 
generated from Wm{n, E) with three different E. Using the 1000 Ei and E^*, we 
could obtain the average losses (i.e. mean) of them under the loss L2 in (2.2). 
All results were summarized in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Table 2.3 gives the average 
losses and their standard errors (i.e. ratio of the standard deviation of the 1000 
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losses to y/n) which are given in parenthesis for the three selected E. In Table 
A A 
2.4, the percentage reduction in average loss (PRIAL) for T,a* compared with E2 
are given, where PRIAL is the estimate of 
E[L2{^,t2)]-E[L2{^M] X 100. 
E[L2{^, X)2). 
A 
Table 2.3 shows that, with fixed n and m the average losses of the estimator S2 
are same. It indicates that E2 has a constant risk as we mentioned in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. The results also indicate that the average losses decrease as n 
increases. Table 2.4 shows that the PRIAL's increase as n increases. 
29 
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Table 2.3 — Average loss and standard error for E using loss function L2 
E n=20 n=25 n=50 
diag(l,l,l,l) E2 .8042147 .6712505 .3648982 
(9.59 X 10-3 ) (8.01 X 10-3 ) (4.67 x lO-” 
ta* .8033334 .6682303 .3625224 
(9.57 X 10-3) (7.96 x 10-” 4.63 x 10-” 
diag(8,4,2,l) S2 .8042147 .6712505 .3648983 
(9.59 X 10-3 ) (8.01 X 10-3 ) (4.67 x 10"^) 
t ^ . .8033717 .6684185 .3627157 
(9.57 X 10-3) (7.96 x lO-” (4.63 x lO-” 
diag(25,l,l,l) E2 .8042147 .6712505 .3648982 
(9.59 X 10—3) (8.01 X 10 3) (4 .67 x 10"^) 
toc* .8033603 .6683673 .3625914 
(9.57 X 10-3) (7.96 x 10"^) (4.63 x 10"^) 
Table 2.4 — PRIAL of Sg* over S2 using loss function L2 
E n=20 n=25 n=50 
diag(l,l,l,l) .109591 .4499457 .6510921 
diag(8,4,2,l) .1048249 .4219128 .5981271 
diag(25,l,l,l) .1062441 .4295416 .632191 
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Chapter 3 
Estimation of the Scale Matrix in 
a Multivariate F Distribution 
In this chapter, we assume F F^(ni,ri2; A). We will consider the best linear 
estimator 
A == kF (3.1) 
and the shrinkage estimator 
A^ = a k F + { l - a ) k : ^ L (3.2) 
Under the loss functions 
Li(A, A) tr(AA-i) in|AA-^| - m (3.3) 
and 
L 2 ( A , A ) = M A - ^ A - / ) 2 , (3.4) 
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we compare their risks and hence derive sufficient conditions that the shrinkage 
estimator dominates the best linear estimator. 
In Section 3.1 we review the past work in this field. In Section 3.2, we 
provide some useful lemmas for calculating risks. In that section, we will use the 
F identity in appendix to prove the lemmas. Later sections, we will show that 
the shrinkage estimate dominates the best linear estimate for some values of a 
under the loss functions Li and L2. Lastly, we perform the simulation study for 
investigating their performances. 
3.1 Review of the Previous Works 
Recent years some authors pay more attention to the area of decision-theoretic 
estimation of a scale matrix A in a multivariate F distribution. The relevant 
references in this area are Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985), Leung and Muir-
head(1988), Konno(1991), and Leung(1992). This work is closely related to the 
problem in estimation of a scale matrix of a Wishart distribution because a mul-
tivariate F distribution will become a Wishart distribution as ri2 tends to infinity 
(it will be discussed in Section 3.6). The problem is similar but it arises from a 
two-sample setting. 
Let Si and S2 be independent m x m Wishart matrices, with 
^ K n i &), i = l,2. 
Suppose T is an m x m upper-triangular matrix such that T'S2T = I, and put 
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A = T'EiT. Define two random variables A and B as 
A E T ' & T W “ n i , A ) 
and 
B E T ' & T W^(n2 /). 
Then F = ^V2^-1^1/2 has a multivariate F distribution with rii and ri2 degrees 
of freedom and scale matrix A, denoted by F i^m(ni ri2; A). 
Note that the eigenvalues of A are the same as those of EiE^S namely 
6i,...,6m] although F is not observable, its eigenvalues h”",lm are the same 
as those of 5 i 5 ^ \ and hence are observable. To overcome the non-observability 
problem in F by restricting attention to orthogonally invariant estimates of the 
form 
A(F) = mH, 
where F = HLH', H'H = HH' = / L = diag{h,..., / J , and $(L) = diag{^i{L), 
...,4>rn{L))- The variables ^i{L), i = l , . . . ,m may be regarded as estimates of 
1^ • • • j ^m • 
Since A and E1E2^ have same eigenvalues, the problem of estimating the 
eigenvalues of A is important; for example, it is useful in the hypothesis testing 
problem Ho : Ei = E2 against Hi : Ei + S2. 
Among the scalar multiples of F, Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) showed 
that the best estimator (under Li) is the unbiased estimator 
Ai = ciF, 
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and Leung and Muirhead(1988) showed that the best estimator (under L2) is 
A2 = c2F, 
where 
_ 722 - m - 1 and c - (ri2 — )( 2 — rn - 3) 
ci r^ an (2 —( + + )(^ ? — m - 1) + mrii + 2‘ 
With similar situations in Wishart, they axe dominated by some nonlinear 
estimators of A. Muirhead and Verathaworn(1985) considered the problem of es-
timating A using the loss function Li. Following the approach used in Haff(1982), 
Muirhead and Verathaworn showed that a rather ad-hoc approximation to the 
Bayes rule leads to a orthogonally invariant estimate with 
1-
( ) = m -m-l 2(ni+n2-m-l)z y> 1 
H2 n2(n2-m-l) ® ^ ^ h—lj 
for i = 1, ...,m. A Monte Carlo study indicated that the modified estimate 
performs substantially better than Ai, especially when A « kI or when A has 
groups of equal eigenvalues. 
Under the loss Li, Konno(1991) proposed a class of orthogonally invariant 
estimators dominates Ai and these estimators have the form 
A(F) = a[F + ut{u)I 
where a is a constant, u = l/trF~^ and t{u) is an absolutely continuous, nonin-
A A 
creasing and nonnegative function. He claimed that for m > 2, A(F) beat Ai if 
a = Ci and 
2 ( m - l ) ( n 1 + n 2 - m - l ) 
0 < t[u) < 7 TT • 




Under the loss L2, Konno proved that for ri2 > m + 3 and m > 2, A(F) beat A2 
if a = C2 and 0 < t{u) < 0 where 
2(ri2 2)(ri2 4) \ni - m + 1 + 2e ni{rii - m - l ) 
“ — ( m - m + l)(ni - m + 3) [ c2n2 n2{ri2 m — 1) 
2 [ (ni + n2)(n1 - m + 1) + n1(n2 2) 
(ri2 — m — l)(n2 - 2) \ ri2 
(ni - m + l)(ni - m + 3) \ 
ri2 4 J 
and e == [m(rii — m — 1) + 2]/[m?{mn2 — 2)" • 
Based on Konno(1991), Leung(1992) considered a simpler case. He put t{u) 
as a constant function, say b. Using the loss function L2, he proved that for 
m > m + 1, ri2 > m + 3 and m > 2 A(F) beat A2 if a ¾ and 
0 < b < 2( 2 - 4 ) [ (m + 2 ) ( n 2 - 2 ) - 2 ( m - l ) " . 
ni - m + 3 [c2 {ri2 - m - l)(ri2 - 4) 
These previous works can be regarded as references for our work in later sections. 
3.2 Some Useful Statistical and Mathematical 
Results 
In this section, we will provide some statistical/mathematical results. These 
results are useful in calculating the risk involved in next sections. 
Lemma 3.1 Given F i^m(^i, ^2 A), then 
E{F) = ~ ^ ^ ^ A . 
ri2 m — 1 




Lemma 3.2 Given F i^^(ni,n2;A), then 
ni ^ 
E[trF] = -trA 
ri2 — m 1 
Proof. E[trF] f7^[E(F)] tr ( ; ^ ^ A ) = ; ^ ^ t r A . 
Lemma 3.3 Given F F^(ni,n2;A), then 
m - m - 1 [ t rA_i] rii — m + 1 
^ - [trF-iJ - ri2-2 
Proof. We apply the F identity given in appendix with V = (A + F)A"^ and 
h = l/trF-\ Since tr{DV) = [{m + l)/2]trA"i ^nd dh/dF = i^2/(tr i^-i)2, 
we have 
\trA-'] jm+UrA-i 2tr^ i^ )V(i/2) m - m - l / trA-^| 
E Ti¥^ 1 n trF-^ ^ n {trF-^f ~~n~~ V -
- J V , 
— m [ t r *A_ i ] 2 [ trF-2 trF-^A'^} rii - m - 1 
= : t ^ + n {trF-^y + ( t r F - i ) 2 + n 
_ J ^ 
2 ^ trF-2 trF-^A-^] , ni m 1 , . c 
— E 1 H (o.o) 
_ ri2 [{trF-^y {trF-^y J n2 
2 f n ^ r A - i l l ni - m - 1 
< - { l + E ^^^rr K— 
ri2 \ LfrF-i J 2^ 2„ trA-il m - m 4-1 
— E H 
_ ri2 [trF-^l ri2 
rii — m + 1 
ri2 — 2 
From (3.1), we also have 
[trA_i] ni - m - 1 
E [ T ^ \ - " ‘ ~ 
completing the proof. 
Lemma 3.4 Given F F^(ni, ri2; A), then 
E[tr{/^-^Ff] = 7 ^ ^ [ ( n 1 + m + l)(n2 m 1) + mm + 2], 0^^ 1^ 3 
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where ki = ri2 — m — i. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.4(ii) in Konno(1988), we have 
E[tr{/^-^Ff] = tr[/^-^E{F^-^F)] 
=trA-i ( j ^ [{ni {U2 - m - 2) + 2}A 
1 kokik^ 
+ ( n - 7 n - l ) ( l 4 - m ) A ] } 
=J^J^] [(m + m + l)(n2 — m - 1) + mni + 2 . 
kokiks 
Lemma 3.5 Given F F^(ni,ri2;A), then 
\trA-^F] ni + 2^[trA-^] [ trA'^ ‘ 
E [ l ^ \ - ~ ^ b [ t i ^ \ + ^  [{trF-^yl 
where ki = n2 — m — i. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1(i) in Leung(1992), we have 
ltrA-^F] _ ni \trA-^] 2 [trA-^F-^+trA-^' 
^ [ i ; ^ J E [^^j+ i^ L {trF-^y . 
. n 1 + 2 rtrA-n 2 r trA-2 • 
- “ ^ [ 1 ^ \ Ti [(trF-i)2 . 
Lemma 3.6 Given F Fm(ni,n2; A), then 
trA-2 1 < / m - m + 3N / n i - m + lN 
[{trF-^yl — V ri2 - 4 V ri2 - 2 ) • 
Proof. We apply the F identity given in appendix with V = (A + F)A~^ and 
h = l / ( trF-i)2. Since tr{DV) = [(m+l)/2]trA-2 and dh/dF = 2F^^^/{trF-'f, 
we have 
^ \ trA-^ 1 m + l ^ trA-^ 1 4 UrFgV^ 
E [{trF-'yl = ~ i r [{trF-'yl + n [ {trF-'Y 
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. m - m - l i ^ \ t r F - ' A - ' ] . ^ [ t r A - ' _ ] \ 
+ “ ^ n ~ ~ r [ { t r F - ^ y l ^ ^ [ W ^ U 
m ^ trA-2 1 4 i J t r F - ^ A - ' ] ^ [ t r F ^ ^ l l 
n [ W ^ \ ^ \ [ {trF-^Y J L (trF-^y J J 
m - m - 1 ltrF-^A-^' 
+ n [ (trF-i)2 
4 [trF-^A-^1 4 [trF-^A-^' 
^ ^ [ (trF-i)3 J + 5^ L {trF-^Y • 
m - m - 1 FtrF-^A"^' 
+~~;2~~ L ( 1)2 J 
4 trA_2 1 / 4 n i - m - l N [trF-^A-^' 
- ^ ^ [ l t ^ F ^ J ^ U ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ J L ( ” —1)2 • 
_ ni-m + 3 [trF-^A-^' 
r i2 -4 [ (trF-i)2 
m-m^3^[trA-^' < —^——^― ^ jj ——^― 
— ri2-4 [trF-i 
/ni — m + 3\ /ni — m + 1\ /, oQ < (_i _ ) — . (by Lemma 3.3) 
V ri2 4 / V ri2 - 2 / 
3.3 Improved Estimation of A under the Loss Li 
Suppose F Frn(ni,n2;A). Under the loss function Li in (3.1), we know 
that the best estimator of A, among the scalar multiples of F, is the unbiased 
estimator Ai = CiF where Ci = (ri2 m l ) /ni . In this section, we will compare 
it to the estimators with the form 
A / T 
Aa = aAi + ( l - a ) 7 - y 3 ^ / 
trAi 
„ (1 — a)mci T 
= 4 ^ ' 
which belong to orthogonally invariant estimators with the same eigenvectors as 
Ai. Its eigenvalues shrink toward the harmonic mean of eigenvalues of Ai because 
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they have the form of 
0i(L) = acik 4- (1 - a)cJ 
= c i k + (1 - a)ci{k - 1) (2 = l , . . . ,m) 
where 1 m / t rF_ i is the harmonic mean of h, •", 1 ,the eigenvalues of F. 
Theorem 3.1 Assume m > 1, ni > m - 1 and ri2 > m + 1. Under the loss Li 
in (3.3), the estimate Aa dominates Ai provided that 
Z ^ ± ^ ^ ! S < a < l , 
2 
where p = [n1m{n2 2)]/[2(m - l)(ni + ri2 — m 1) . 
Proof. 
A 
The risk of Ai is 
R{A,Ai) = E[tr{A-^ciF) - ln|A"^ciF| - m 
-^[ln|A_ii^|] — mlnci 
= - E [ \ n \ A - \ A ^ B - ^ A ^ ) \ ] - mlnci 
where A Wm(ni A), B Wrn(n2,1) 
=-A^A|B[ln|(A-“A-*)j5_i|] ^inci, 
where ( .) is the expectation with respected to B, ^A|s(.) is the conditional 
expectation with respected to A conditional on B, and A " i ^ A " 5 Wm(ni /). 





The risk of A^ is 
h f , 1 ( „ (1 — a)mci ^\ 
R{A, A„) = E | t r A-1 iac^F + /—! ^) 
- + - 1 ^ ^ / ) | - } 
\trA~^' 
= a c i E [ t r { A - ^ F ) ] + (1 - a)cimE - ^ ^ ^ 
- ^ f l n a c , A - F f / + ^ ^ F - ) l - m 
—.„ V atrF-^ / . 
uj -V r. A 1 
L. !.-j trA_i 
= - ( l - , a ) m + (1 - a)cimE -1 _ ^ l n a _ m l n c i 
r: 1 r ^ (1 - a )mF_i • 




Gs{A) = i ^ (A,Ai ) - i ? (A,A«) 
, > A - i l 
= ( 1 - a)m + mlna - (1 a)CimE ^^p_i 
^ r , (1 a)mF-^ 1 
+E ln I + ^ ~ ~ r ^ ~ " . 
atrF-^ 
• • 
By lemma 2.3, 2.4 and 3.3, we know 
, (1 - a)m ,1 / n i - m + l \ 
^3(A) > ( l - a ) m - ^ ^ ^ - ( l - a ) c i m ( ^ - _ ^ J 
r(1 — a)m (1 a^m?' 
+ ~~a ^ ~ 
. • 
r ( m - l ) ( n , + n 2 - m - l ) _ (1 - ^)m] (1 _ … . ( 3 . 6 ) 
• m(n2 - 2) 2«2 J ) 
A sufficient condition for G3(A) > 0 is 
1)( 1+ 2 1) (1 3 1 0 < < 
ni(ri2 - 2) 2a2 _| — — 
or equivalently, 




where p = [n1m{n2 2)]/[2(m l)(ni + ri2 m - 1)]; completing the proof. 
Intuitively speaking, we would like to find a value of a that maximizes the risk 
difference G3(A). However, such a value of a generally depends on the unknown 
matrix A. Instead, we suggest using an ‘optimal value of a that maximizes the 
lower bound of G3(A) in (3.6). 
For the lower bound of G3(A) in (3.6), if we take the first derivative and set 
it to zero, then we have 
d f [( - l ) ( m + n2 - m - 1) (1 - a)m] — . \ _ n 
^ U n1(n2 - 2) 2a2 J j 
- ( m _ l ) ( n i + n 2 - m _ l ) + ^ ( ! _ l ) f l \ ^ 
ni(ri2-2) \ a / \a^/ 
=^ a^ + qa q = 0 3.7) 
where q [nim(ri2 - 2)]/[(m - l)(rii + ri2 m - 1)]. From Merritt(1962) R49, 
the real solution of the cubic equation is 
* 3 q |q2 q3 3 q |q^ q^ 
a = ^ 2 + V T ^ ^ + N 2 " V T + ^ -
We note that when a < 0, the left side of (3.7) is always less than zero. When 
a > 1 the left side of (3.7) is always greater than zero. Therefore, we know that 
a* is between 0 and 1 because a* is a solution of (3.7) (i.e. make the left side of 
(3.7) equal to zero). 
On the other hand, we note that the second derivative at a = a* is 
_ ^ f r(m-l)(n1 + n 2 - m - l ) (1 - a)m] .^1 
^ U ri1(^ 2 - 2) • 2a2 J /«=«. 




it implies that the lower bound in (3.6) is maximized at a = a*. Thus, in our 
simulation study, we will suggest using a = a* and the corresponding estimator 
o f A i s 
A — * c i F + i ^ ^ / . (3.8) 
3.4 Simulation Study for Multivariate F Distri-
bution under the Loss Li 
For estimating the scale matrix A in a F distribution, a Monte Carlo simulation 
study was carried out to compare the risks of Ai and A^* in (3.8). For m 3 
and ni = n2 = 5, 10 25, 1000 matrices of A's and B's are generated from 
W3(n1, A) and W3(n2,1) respectively for three different choices of A with A and 
B independent. Then we transform them into 
F = A^B-^Ai. 
Table 3.1 shows the average losses and their standard errors (which are in paren-
A A 
thesis) for the 1000 losses (with the form of (3.3)) coming from Ai and A *. 
A A 
Table 3.2 shows the PRIAL for A^. compared with the unbiased estimator Ai 
where PRIAL is the estimate of 
E[Li(A,Ai)]-E[Li(A,A.Q] ^ • 
E[Li(A,Ai)] 
obtained by replacing risk by average loss. Table 3.1 shows that, with fixed n and 
m, the average losses of the estimator Ai are nearly same (they are not exactly 
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same because of the rounding error). It indicates that Ai has a constant risk as 
we mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The results also show that the risk 
decrease as ni and ri2 increase. From Table 3.2 we see that the PRIAL decreases 
as trA increases. Moreover, the PRIAL is large especially when ni and ri2 are 
small. In Table 3.3 since Ai has a constant risk, we can simultaneously express 
A 
the average loss and standard error of Ai for different A. For A^* and each A 
and (n1,n2), three entries are given. These are average loss, standard error and 
PRIAL. These result indicate that for most choices of A and different (n1,ri2), 
A 
the Ka* is an improvement over the unbiased estimate Ai, especially when A is 
close to a scalar multiple of I. 
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Table 3.1 — Average loss and standard error for A using loss function Li 
A ni ri2 = 5 ui = ri2 = 10 rii n? 25 
diag(l,l,l) Ai 4.67276 1.54514 .5389559 
(3.31 X 10-1 ) (3.21 X 10-2 ) (1,06 x 10-2 ) 
Aa* 4.32192 1.39585 .5046578 
(2.77 X 10-1) (2.87 x 10_2) (9.97 x 10"^) 
diag(4,2,l) Ai 4.67247 1.5458 .538367 
(3.39 X 10-1) (3.24 x 10_2) (1.06 x lO-” 
Aa* 4.32708 1.40354 .5064049 
(2.84 X 10-1) (2.89 x 10-2) (9.99 x 10-” 
diag(25,l,l) Ai 4.68487 1.54889 .5389639 
(3.49 X 10-1) (3.26 x 10-2 ) (1.07 x 10-2) 
A«* 4.34506 1.41449 .5086725 
(2.92 X 10 1) (2.92 x 10 2) (1 .01 x 10 2) 
Table 3.2 — PRIAL of Ag* over Ai using loss function Zg 
A n i = ri2 = 5 rii = ri2 == 10 rii = ri2 25 
diag(l,l,l) 7.50807 9.662 6.36381 
diag(4,2,l) 7.39201 9.20273 5.93686 
diag(25,l,l) 7.25329 8.6772 5.6203 
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Table 3.3 — Average loss, standard error, and PRIAL for estimation 
of A under Li 
m = 5 ni = 5 ni = 10 ni = 10 ni = 25 ni = 25 
ri2 = 10 Ti2 = 25 U2 = 5 712 = 25 n2 = 5 n2 = 10 
all A 
Ai 2.42089 1.85712 3.61578 .9679378 3.4163 1.12429 
5.14 X 10-2 3.30 X 10-2 2.03 x 10"i 1.66 x lO_2 3.25 x 10_i 2.75 x 10"2 
A = diag(l, l , l) 
2.1846 1.6755 3.32332 .8857241 3.10598 1.02105 
Aa* 4.60 X 10-2 3 09 x lO_2 1.72 x 10_i 1.54 x 10"2 2.77 x 10"i 2.46 x 10"2 
9.76083 9.77989 8.0883 8.49369 9.08352 9.1822 
A = diag(4,2,l) 
2.182 1.68101 3.33916 .890508 3.11453 1.02568 
A«* 4.35 X 10-2 3.09 x 10-2 1.73 x 10"! 1.54 x 10"2 2.79xlO_i 2.47x10—2 
9.50336 9.47096 7.92289 7.96315 8.86621 8.70062 
A = diag(25,l,l) 
2.17819 1.68841 3.34827 .8966661 3.12336 1.02964 
A«* 3.92 X 10-2 3.10 X 10-2 1.79x10-1 1.55 x 10"2 2.82 x 10"i 2.47 x 10"2 
9.18386 9.14117 7.66656 7.42901 8.61398 8.34818 
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3.5 Improved Estimation of A under the Loss L2 
Throughout this section, we assume that ki = ri2 m i. Suppose F 
F^(ni,ri2;A). Under the loss function L2 in (3.4), we know that the best 
A 
estimator of A among the scalar multiples of F, is A2 = C2F where c2 = 
(ri2 - m)(n2 — m - 3)/[(ni + m + l)(ri2 m 1) + mni + 2]. In this section we 
will compare it to the estimators with the form 
A ^ _ m _ 
A« = aA2 + ( l - a ) 7 ^ / 
trA2 
„ (1 a)mc2 r 
= - 2 F + 4 : ^ / 
which belong to orthogonally invariant estimators with the same eigenvectors as 
A2. Its eigenvalues shrink toward the harmonic mean of eigenvalues of A2 because 
they have the form of 
^i{L) = ac2k + (1 - a)c2i 
=C2k + (1 - OL)c2{k - i) {i = 1, •", m) 
where 1 = m/trF-^ is the harmonic mean of k, ... 1 ,the eigenvalues of F. 
Theorem 3.2 Assume m > 3, ni > m + 3 + 12/(m - 3) and 
r m(m + l)(ni - m + 3) - 4(m — 1) 
2 ^ ( ( ^ _ i ) ( n i - m + 2) ’ 
ri(m + 5) — r2{rr1 + 2) 
2(ri — r2) 
y[f^m + 5) - r2(m + 2) -8(r i - r2)[2r1(m + 1) - m f J \ 
+• 2(n - r2) J 
where r*i = {rii m - l)(ni + m + 1) and r2 = (ni — m + l)(rii + 2). Under the 
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m f n i - m + l \ r / n i - m + 3 \ 4 / n i - m + 3N 
^ ^+ 2^(^  ^^_2 J r v n2-4 J"^v n2-4 y 
-2 r ^ ) ] 
V ki / J 
m / n i - m + 3N / n i - m + lN ^ / r i i - m - l > ^ 
b = — + mc2 0~~ 2 1 ^ ana 
ki V n2 - 4 J \ ri2 - 2 / \ ri2 
ki = 722 — m — i. 
Proof. 
A 
The risk of A2 is 
R{A, A2) = E[tr{A-^c2F - I f ] 
=clE[tr{A-^Ff] - 2c2E[tr{A-^F)] + m 
r r ^ 2mmc2 + (by Lemma 3.4) 
ki ki 
mri1C2 
= h m. 
h 
We note that it is independent of A, so A2 has a constant risk. 
The risk of A^ is 
) = + [ A - i p + i i ^ / ) — / ] ] 
tr*A-2 ‘ 
= a ^ c l E [ t r { A - ' F f ] + (1 - afm^clE ( … ”? +m 
+2a( l - a)mclE ) - 2 a c 2 E [ t r { A - ' F ) ] 
.tr*A_r 
-2 (1 - a)mc,E j ^ 
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mniC2 9 2mniC2 , , ,^  2 2 2 j? t rA 
= - ^ o ^ ——^a + m^{l-aYmc^E ( )2 
rtHA_2FT 
+2a(l - a)mclE ] 
• • 
•, A_11 
- 2 ( 1 - a)mc2E ^ ^ . (by Lemma 3.4) 
Define 
G4(A) = R{A, A2) - i^(A, A,,) 
= ( 1 - a)mc2 | - ( 1 - a ) ^ - (1 - a)mc2E ( ― 
^ ltr(A-^F)] ^^rtrA-i]l 
2 4 ^ +2 ^ }• 
. J L j y 
By lemma 3.5 and 3.6, we know 
f m 4ac2l tr*A_2 “ 
G4(A) > (1 - a)mc2 | - ( 1 - a ) - - [(1 - a)mc2 + ^ J E ^^^^^.^y 
fni + 2\ \trA-'] \trA-']\ 
2 " ^ ) +2 ^ / 
^ L J L J , ^ 
M, ni _« 4ac2l (ni - m + 3\ _(1 a ) - - [(1 - a)mc2 + ^ J [ ^ ^ _ 4 ) 
/ n i - m + lN / n i + 2\ / n i - m + lN + ^ / n i - m - l \ 1 
~r i2 - 2 ~ / 2 \ ki / \ ri2 2 / \ ri2 / / 
= ( 1 a)7nc2{aa — b) (3.9) 
where 
m , r h _ m + l / n i — m + 3 4 frii - m + 3 
a = -—h Co — Tn — — 7— ;; 
ki V ri2 2 y L V ri2 4 / ki V ri2 4 / 
2 ( ^ ) ] and 
V fci J. 
b — ni • / m - m + 3\ / n i - m + l X ^ / m - m - 1\ 
^ + ^2 ( 2^ - 4 J V ri2 - 2 / V ri2 ). 
A sufficient condition for G4(A) > 0 is b|a < a < 1. 
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We note that 
m / n i m + 1\ / n i + 2\ . / n i - m + l , n i - m + 3 
« = ^ - -2 [ ^^_2 ) [ — ) + 2^ 1 n ^ - 2 ) r 1 n 2 - 4 ) 
4 / n i - m + 3\ /n i + 2V 
ki V ri2 - 4 ) V ki J. 
^ _ kpks 1 / n i - m + lN /n i + 2X + ^ 
- 1 ^ (m + m+l ) f c i \ ri2 - 2 / \ ki ) 
> m _ n i - m + l ^ ^ 
ki ki 
m — 1 n 
= - ^ + ^ 
h 
> 0 if D > 0. 
However, we know D DiD] where 
^ /n i - m + 1 \ 1 pj 
Di ^H n , - 2 J ^ R ^ - ^ 
D2 = m(ri2 - m - l)(ni - m + 3) - 4(ni - m + 3) - {ri2 - 4)(ni + 2) 
=m(n2 — m 1) 4](ni m + 3) — (ri2 - 4)(ni + 2) 
=(m - l)n1n2 - m{m + l)rii [m{m 3) + 2]ri2 
+ ( m - 3 ) [ m ( m + l) + 4] + 8 
= ( m - l)n1n2 (m l)(m 2)ri2 - m{m + l)ni 
+ ( m - 3 ) [ m ( m + l) + 4 ] + 8 
= ( m l)(ni m + 2)n2 - m{m + l)(rii - m + 3) + 4(m - 1) 
^ m(m + l)(ni - m + 3) - 4(m - 1) 
> 0 if ri2 > 7 TT7 r ^ • 
( m - l)(ni - m + 2) 
Therefore, a > 0 if ri2 > [m(m +1)(rii - m + 3) - 4(m - l)]/[{m - l)(ni - m + 2) . 
On the other hand, 
f (rii — m - 1\ (ni - m + l ni + 2 2(ni - m + 3)] 1 
^-^ = ^ U ~ : 2 ~ J " ' n n2-2 J [ i + A;1(n2-4) J/ 
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J /n i -m - 1\ kpks /n i - m + l \ 
- \ v ;2 / — (ni + m + l)fci V ri2 2 7 
"ni + 2 2(ni + 2) 11 
. h i^(^ 2-4)Jj 
f / m - m - l N kp /r i2-2X / n i - m + l> 
- IV ^ / ni + m + 1 \ ri2 / \ ri2 2 / 
'(ni + 2 ) ( r i 2 -2 )1 | 
. A : 1 ( n 2 - 4 ) JJ 
= " T 7 7^ nrr[A:i(n2 - 4)(ni - m - l)(ni + m + 1) 
n2k1[n2 - 4)(ni + m + 1) 
-k0{n2 — 2)(ni - m + l)(ni + 2):. 
Let n = {ni — m — l)(rii + m + 1) and r2 (m — m + l)(ni + 2). Then n > r2 
i f n i > m + 3 + 1 2 / ( m - 3 ) . 
In the case of ri > r2, a — b > 0 
if n{7i2 m — l)(n2 — 4) - r2(n2 — m){n2 — 2) > 0 
if (n r2)nl [ri{m + 5) - r2(m + 2)]n2 + 4ri(m + 1) 2mr2 > 0 
ri (m + 5 ) - r 2 ( m + 2) 
11 ri2 > —r N 
2(n - r2) 
^J[rl{m + 5) - r2{m 4- 2)]2 - 8(n - r2)[2r1(m + 1) — mr> 
+ 2(n - r2) . 
Therefore, we have to put the constraints in above theorem so that the range of 
a makes sense. It completes the proof. 
The ‘optimal value of a is a* = (a + 6)/(2a) since it maximizes the lower 
bound of G4(A) in (3.9). The corresponding estimator of A is 
A . = . * c . F + i ^ ^ / . (3.10) 
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3.6 Relationship between Wishart Distribution 
and Multivariate F Distribution 
In a two sample problem, F = >li/25-1^1/2 F^(m, ri2; A) where 
A Wrn(ni,A) and B Wm(n2,J). 
By definition of Wishart distribution, we know B can be expressed as 
n2 
B = ^Ziz[ 
i=i 
where Zi A^(0, / ) independently for i 1 ".;ri2. Thus, by strong law of large 
numbers, B/n2 converges to its expected value, 1. Hence, when ri2 tends to 
infinity, B|n2 tends to L As the result, when ri2 ~"^ 00 
ri2F = Ai ( - V ' Ai A^-'A^ = A W^(ni A). 
Vri2/ 
This relationship is explained in Leung and Chan(1998). Based on above results, 
we note that under Li, as n2 ~~> 00, the condition in Theorem 3.1 becomes 
-nim + Jnlm? + Snim{m 1) 
1 < a < 1 
4(m - 1) 
and the ‘optimal’ a is 
* 3 q |q^ , q^ . 3 q jQ\Q^ 
a = ^ 2 + V T + ^ ^ i 2 " V T + ^ ' 
where q = nim/{m - 1). They are consistent with our results of Wishart case in 
Chapter 2 with n replaced by rii • 
On the other hand, we note that under L2, as ri2 ~ > 00 the lower bound of 
G^ in (3.9) becomes 
(1 - a)m , , 
7^ '—:^{a'a b ) 




a! = m(ni + m + 1) + m(m — m + 3)(ni — m + 1) 2(ni + 2)(ni — m + 1) and 
b' = m(ni + m + 1) + m(ni — m + 3)(ni m + 1) — 2(ni + m + l)(ni — m 1). 
They axe also consistent with our results of Wishart case in Chapter 2 with n 
replaced by n^. 
3.7 Simulation Study for Multivariate F Distri-
bution under the Loss L2 
In the problem of estimating the scale matrix A of a F distribution, a Monte 
Carlo simulation study is a way to compare the risks of A2 and A^* in (3.10). 
However, before we carry out the simulation, we have to determine m. In general, 
we would like to choose the value of m so that we can take rii = ri2 with ui and 
ri2 not too large. Figure 3.1 shows that when m = 4 we can only take the ni 
and ri2 with large difference. In the figure, the shaded area represents the values 
that ni and ri2 can take. For example, if we choose rii = 20 then we have to 
take ri2 > 1127. The situation is improved as m increases. For example, for 
m = 8 Figure 3.2 shows that if we choose rii > 35 then we can take ni = ri2. 
Therefore, we choose m = 8 in our simulation. For ni = ri2 = 40,45,80, we draw 
1000 matrices of A!s and B's from Wg(ni, A) and W^{ri2,1) respectively for three 
different choices of A, where A and B are independent. Then, we transform them 
into 
F = A^B-^A^. 
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Table 3.4 shows the average losses and their standard errors (in parenthesis) for 
the 1000 losses (with the form of (3.4)) coming from A2 and A«.. Table 3.5 shows 
the PRIAL for A«. defined in (3.10) compared with A2 using the loss function 
L2 where PRIAL is the estimate of 
^;[L2(A,A2)] - E[L2(A,A^O] 100. 
£ [ 2( , 2) . 
Table 3.4 shows that, with fixed rii, ri2 and m, the average losses of the estimator 
A2 are nearly same (they are not exactly same because of the rounding error). It 
indicates that A2 has a constant risk as we mentioned in the proof of Theorem 
3.2. The results also indicate that the average loss decreases as ni and ri2 increase. 
From Table 3.5, we see that the PRIAL decreases as ni and ri2 increase. In Table 
3.6, since A2 has a constant risk, we can simultaneously express the average 
loss and standard error of A2 for different A. For A^. and each A and (n1,n2) 
three entries are given. These are average loss, standard error and PRIAL. These 
A 
result indicate that for most choices of A and different (n1,rz<2), the A * is an 
improvement over the best linear estimate A2, especially when A is close to a 
scalar multiple of I. 
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Figure 3.1 - The combination of rii and ri2 satisfying the assumptionsiB^eoren] — — 
3.2 with m = 4 
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Figure 3.2 - The combination of rii and ri2 satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 
3:2 with m = 8 
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Table 3.4 — Average loss and standard error for A using loss function L2 
A ni 712 == 40 ni = 722 = 45 rii ri2 50 
diag(l,l,l l l l l,l) A2 2.79529 2.53774 2.31253 
(2.10 X 10-2) (1.80 X 10-2) (1.53 x 10-2) 
Aa^ 2.70329 2.4559 2.24022 
(1.88 X 10-2) (1.64 X 10-2) (1.41 x 10_2) 
diag(128,64,32,16,8,4,2,l) A2 2.79355 2.53752 2.30717 
(2.09 X 10-2) (1.79 X 10-2) (1.50 x 10-2) 
A«* 2.70692 2.46103 2.24068 
(1.88 X 10-2) (1.63 X 10-2) (1.38 x 10-2) 
diag(25,l,l,l,l,l,l,l) A2 2.79601 2.53571 2.31318 
(2.09 X 10-2) (1.79 X 10-2) (1.53 x 10"2) 
Aa* 2.70457 2.45433 2.24121 
(1.88 X 10-2) (1.63 X 10-2) (1.40 x 10"2) 
Table 3.5 — PRIAL of Ac* over A2 using loss function L2 
A ni = ri2 = 40 rii = n2 = 45 ni = ri2 = 50 
diag(l l , l l , l , l , l , l ) 3.29128 3.22472 3.12659 
diag(128,64,32,16,8,4,2,l) 3.10116 3.01431 2.88176 
diag(25 l l l l , l , l , l ) 3.27024 3.20917 3.11122 
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Table 3.6 — Average loss, standard error, and PRIAL for estimation 
of A under L2 
m = 25 ni = 25 ni = 50 ni = 50 m = 100 m = 100 
T12 = 50 n2 = 100 n2 = 25 712 = 100 n2 = 25 n2 = 50 
al lA 
A2 2.98416 2.52811 3.56066 1.76581 3.28376 1.94267 
1.90 X 10-2 1.41 X 10-2 3.36 x 10"2 1.24 x 10"2 3.33 x 10"2 1.55 x 10"2 
A = diag(l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l) 
2.90762 2.47132 3.42492 1.72186 3.14741 1.88269 
A«. 1.73 X 10-2 1.34 X 10-2 2.77 x 10"2 1.18 x 10_2 2.78 x 10"2 1.45 x 10"2 
2.56501 2.24607 3.81211 2.48903 4.15217 3.08763 
A = diag(128,64,32,16,8,4,2,l) 
2.90641 2.47388 3.42496 1.72534 3.15497 1.88695 
A«* 1.69 X 10-2 133 X 10-2 2.68 X 10-2 1.17 io_2 2.74 x lO_2 1.44 x 10"2 
2.39789 2.08241 3.55819 2.29294 3.82202 2.76669 
A = diag(25,l , l , l , l , l , l , l) 
2.91018 2.47331 3.42664 1.72207 3.14703 1-88384 
A«* 1.74 X 10-2 1.34x 10-2 2 .77x10-2 1.17 x lO'^ 2.76 x 10"2 1.46 x 10"2 




Estimation of the Scale Matrix in 
an Elliptically Contoured Matrix 
Distribution 
Instead of studying the sample covariance matrix in the multivariate normal 
theory, we will consider some random matrices from alternative distributional 
models. We choose these models because we are going to perform robustness 
studies where it is of interest to know how sensitive certain procedures are to 
the assumption of multivariate normality. In this thesis, for simplicity, we just 
consider the matrix variate elliptically contoured distributions which are the dis-
tributions whose contours of equal density have the same elliptical shape as the 
normal, and which contains light-tailed and heavy-tailed distributions (relative 
to normal). This class of distributions containing the matrix variate normal, 
e-contaminated normal, Cauchy and Student's t-distributions etc. Because the 
5 7 
distributions in this class possess some properties which similar to those of the 
normal distribution, this class is especially useful and hence many authors studied 
on this field in the past. They include Kelker(1969), Fang, Kotz and Ng(1990), 
Fang and Zhang(1990), Gupta and Varga(1993) and Li and Fang(1995). 
In this chapter, we will consider the class of orthogonally invariant estimator 
of the scale matrix E that shrink their eigenvalues towards the arithmetic mean, 
i.e. 
E . = aEo + ( l - a ) ^ / . , (4.1) \ m 
where 0 < a < 1 and Eo is an unbiased estimator of E. Using the squared error 
loss (defined in (4.4) Section 4.2), Leung and Chan(1998) provided a sufficient 
condition for a such that E^ dominates Eo in a Wishart distribution. More-
over, we will extend this dominance result to an elliptically contoured matrix 
distribution. 
4.1 Some Properties of Elliptically Contoured 
Matrix Distributions 
As mentioned above, the class of elliptically contoured distributions is very 
large. Therefore, in this thesis, we only study the spherical matrix distributions 
as proposed in Fang and Zhang(1990). Let Y be a n x m random matrix. Y is 
called left-spherical if, for every fixed orthogonal n x n matrix L, Y and LY have 
the same distribution, that is Y « LY, Similarly, we call Y right-spherical if its 
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transpose Y' is left-spherical, and spherical if Y is simultaneously left- and right-
spherical. For convenience, we use the notations Y LSn>cm(fhE,4) and Y 
SSnxnJjJ>, S, ¢) to represent that Y has a left-spherical and spherical matrix dis-
tribution respectively, where /x, S and ^ are the mean vector, scale matrix (while 
the covariance matrix is -2^j'{0)T. (see Muidhead(1982), p.41)) and characteristic 
generator ofthe row vectors in Y = (2/(1) ." y(n))' respectively. From Kelker(1969) 
we know that, for any random matrix Y / … / ) 'wi th spherical distri-
bution, 2/(i) has a characteristic function in the form ^{t) = %|j[t'T>t)exp[it'fj) for 
i 1,.", n. For a special case, y(i) Nm(fi, E), the characteristic function is 
•“ f , t'U] (j){t) = E[e'^y^^] = explit'^i,- — \ 
( z \ 
=^{t'T,t)exp{it'fj) where^(20 = eo;p(^_^. 
As Li and Fang(1995) stated, for Y LSnxrJjh S ,^ ) , the density of Y can 
be expressed in the form 
fy{y) = Ovn|Sr/2p(5T"2(2; - lV)'(y _ l^S-i/2). 
For Y S^Snxm(", 5], ) the density of Y has the form 
fy{y) = Ovn|5r/2p(A(5Ti(2/ — l"')'(2/ - l/x'))), 
where Cn,m is a normalizing constant, g is a real function and X{A) = diag(Xi, 
… Am), Ai > ... > A^ are the eigenvalues of A. 
Assume X SSnxm{fJ^, ^ , ¢ ) with characteristic function ^ { t ) = ^p{t'T,t)x 
exp{it'fj) for some function ¢. Let Y' = DX' where D is an p x m matrix of rank 
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p, p < m. Then Y SSnxp D^i,DY D ^|J . We see that this is a well known 
property in the case of multivariate normal distributions (see Kelker(1969)). 
On the other hand, the spherical distribution also has a property about its 
marginal distribution as with the multivariate normal distribution. Let 
Y = (X, Z) 5^ S;xm[(^ ,^”) & # 
where X and Z are n x (m q) and n x q random matrices respectively. Suppose 
Z\i Zi2 
E = 
\ ^ 21 Z22 / 
with Ell and E22 matrices of (m q) x (m - q) and q x q elements, respectively. 
Then Z SSnxg(" ,&2,^ (see Kelker(1969)). 
4.2 Review of the Previous Works 
Li and Fang(1995) studied the problem of estimating the scale matrix of 
elliptically contoured matrix distribution under the loss functions 
Li(E,E) = tr{T,-^t) - ln|E"^E| - m, (4.2) 
L2(E,E) = tr(E-^E - 7)2, (4.3) 
L3(E,E) = tr(E - t f . (4.4) 
They considered an n x m matrix X following spherical matrix distribution, 
denoted by X SSnxm(0, S, / ) with 
X = {Xi^j) = {Xi, ...yXm) = 0 (^1) - ,^(n)y, 
6 0 
where the independence of ... is not necessary. If we denoted 
n 
S = X'X = Y,X(i)x[^, 
i=i 
then they proved that 
A s 
° — n(-2V/(0)) 
is an unbiased estimator of E where ^{.) is a characteristic generator of o;(i). In 
particular, NnJjJ>, E), then S has a Wishart distribution with n degrees of 
freedom and x|j{z) = exp{-z/2}. So, 
) = - * - d _ =*. 
Note that, in this case, £ = S / n is the unbiased estimator of the Wishart matrix 
S as mentioned in Chapter 2. 
Under the losses Li in (4.2) and L2 in (4.3), Li and Fang(1995) proved that the 
estimator h{S) TAT' dominated the unbiased estimator Eo for some diagonal 
matrix A where S = TT,, T € LT+(m) and LT+(m) is the set of all lower triangle 
matrices with positive diagonal elements. Under the loss L3 in (4.4) they proved 
that 
A A A 1 /^ ^ 
S = Eo + ^1¾! '^Im 
dominated Eo for some b. These result can be regarded as references for our work 
in later sections. 
6 1 
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4.3 Some Useful Statistical and Mathematical 
Results 
In this section, we will provide some statistical or mathematical results. These 
results are useful in calculating the risk involved in next section. 
Lemma 4.1 Given an n x m random matrix X 5^Snxm(0, E, )and S = X'X 
then 
E{S) = n(-2^'(0))E, 
where is the characteristic generator X(i). 
(Remark: In particular, X(i) Njji,T>), then ^'(0) = - 1 / 2 . Thus, E{S) = nE 
as mentioned in Chapter 2.) 
Proof . See Lemma 4.3.1 of Fang and Zhang(1990). 
Lemma 4.2 Given an n x m random matrix X SSnxm 5] ¢) and S = X'X, 
then 
E[trS^] = 4V/'(0)[n(n + l)tr{E^) + n{trT,)% 
where is the characteristic generator a:(i). 
(Remark: In particular, a;(i) AU(^, ^ , then < ( 0 ) = 1/4. Thus, E[trS^ = 
n(n + l)tr(E2)+n(trE)2. Note that it is exactly the Lemma 2.1(i) in Leung and 
Chan(1998).) 
Proof . By Theorem 3.2.11.(iv) of Gupta and Vaxga(1993), 
E[{XX'){XX')] = 4<(0)[/ntr(E2)tr/n + /n(trE)(^rE) + Intr{Y ^ )] 
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=4V/ ' (0)[(n + l)/ntr(S2) + I^{trEf]; 
E[trS2] = E[tr{{X'X){X'X))] = E[tr{{XX'){XX'))] 
= # " ( 0 ) [ ( n + l ) k ( / n ) M f ) + tr{In){trEf] 
=4V/ ' (0)[n(n + l)tr{E^) + n{trEf]. 
Lemma 4.3 Given an n x m random matrix X S^ *Snxm(0, ^ ? )and S = X'X 
then 
E[{trSf] = #"(0)[2nfr*(E2) + n^(^trE)% 
where t/;(.) is the characteristic generator x^). 
(Remark: In particular, a;(i) AT^(A^S), then "(0) = 1/4. Thus, E[{trSf]= 
2ntr(E2) + ^^( t rEf . Note that it is exactly the Lemma 2.1(ii) in Leung and 
Chan(1998).) 
Proof . By Theorem 3.2.12.(iii) of Gupta and Varga(1993), 
E[XX'tr{X'X)] = 4<(0)[7ntr(E2) + I^{tri:)Hr{In) + Intr{i:^)] 
=A^P"{0)[2Intr{E^) + nIn{trEf]] 
E[{trSf] = E[tr{X'X)tr{X'X)] = E[tr{XX'tr{X'X))] 
=Aij"{0)[2tr{In)tr{i:^) + ntr{In){trEf] 
=4V^"(0)[2ntr(S^) + n^{trEf . 
4.4 Improved Estimation of E under the Loss L3 
Suppose X SS^xm(0, S, x|j) and S = X'X. Li and Fang(1995) proved that 
Eo = cS (4.5) 
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is an unbiased estimator of E where c = l/[-2nV^'(0)]. Under the loss L3 in (4.4) 
we will compare it to the estimators with the form 
A 
^ , trT,Q T 
S« = aEo + (1 a)——Im \ m 
which belong to orthogonally invariant estimators with the same eigenvectors 
A 
as So- Its eigenvalues shrink toward the arithmetic mean of eigenvalues of Eo 
because they have the form of 
ah + (1 - a)l 
/ \ 
where I = tr{to)/m is the arithmetic mean of h , . " , lm, the eigenvalues of Eo-
Remark: In particular, AU(A ,^ E), then Eo = S/n and hence the estimator 
Ea becomes the estimator considered in Leung and Chan(1998). 
Theorem 4.1 Assume X S&xm(0, S, ^0 < ( 0 ) > 0 n > m and 
- 2 m 
< K < 
n + 2 n — m 
where K = <0"(O)/[V''(0)]^-1 is the kurtosis parameter defined by Muirhead(1982), 
/S. A 
p.41. Under the loss L3 in (4.4), the estimator S^ dominates Eo provided that 
2n 1 
(n + 2)(K + l ) " - ^ - ' 
where V^.) is the characteristic generator of X(i). 
Proof . 
A 
The risk of Eo is 
i^(E, Eo) = E[tr{cS - E)^ 
=c^E[trS^] - 2E[tr{cS)E] + tr{E^) 




The risk of E^ is 
r/ tr(cS) \ 1^1 
R{^X) = E{tr U c S ) - ^ { l - a ) - ^ l ] - ^ 
L\ / J j 
a V E [ t r f ] + (1 - o^fE[tr{cS)]^ + , 5^ 2) 2aE{tr[{cS)n} 
m 
2a{l-a)EMcS)? 2 ( l - o Q _ ^ ^ 
m m 
=a^c^E[ t rS^] + ^ ^ ^ - ^ E [ { t r S f ] + (1 2a)tr(E^) 
m 
J - ^ ^ i t r E f . 
m 
Define 
G5(S) = i?(E, Eo) - i^(S, Ea) 
= ( 1 a^yE[trS'] (1 2) 2 2(1 — ^)^(^2) 
, m 
+ f c ^ ( t r ^ 2 
m 
= i ^ { 4 ( l + a)mc2<(0)[n(n + l)tr(E^) + n(trE)^] 
m 
- 4 ( 1 + a)cV'(0)[2ntr(E2) + n^{tri:f] 
-2mtr{T.^) + 2{trT,f]} (by Lemma 4.2 and 4.3) 
= 1 ^ { [ 4 ( 1 + a)mc2V/'(0)n(n + 1) - 4(1 + a)c2<(0)2n - 2m]tr{E^) 
m 
+[4(1 + a)mnc2<(0) — 4(1 + a ) n W ^ + 2](trE)2}. 
We note that [4(1 + a)mnc^^"{0) - 4(1 + a)n^(^^"{0) + 2] > 0 
(1 + g )m<(0) (1 + a ) r { 0 ) , g 
_ ' ( 0 ) ] 2 ~ ~ [ )]2 -
if (1 + - 1 ) + 2 ” 
if < 2n 
[ )]2 - (l + a ) ( n - m ) 
if < 
[^'(0)]2 - n-m' 
65 
Since tr(E^) < { t rEf , 
Gs(E) > (1 ^ M ^ ^ ) {[4(1 + a ) m c V ( 0 ) n ( n + 1) 
TT1/ 
- 4 ( 1 + a)cV'(0)2n - 2m] + [4(1 + a)mncV'(0) 
o o ( t//'(0) n \ 
4(1 + «) 0) + 2]} ( < 
= ( 1 - oQMS2) [4(1 + WcV'W^2(m - 1) + 8(1 + a)c2<(0)n(m 1) 
m 
- 2 ( m — 1): 
= 2 ( l - ^ ) ( r ^ - l M ^ ^ ) [ 2 ( i + a)cV'(0)n(n + 2) 1] (4.6) 
m 
> 0 if [2(1 + a)c2<(0)n(n + 2) - 1] > 0 
(l + g)(n + 2) 
it ^ M^ 
^^  ->-^W)-' ( _ 0) 
Therefore, a sufficient condition for 6^5(¾ > 0 is 
J « t _ i < a < l 
(n + 2 ) r ( 0 ) - - ' 
where ^{.) is the characteristic generator of X{i). Note that 
2 n _ ) ] 2 z 1 .ff > ^ 
(n + 2)V^''(0) [<0'(O)]2 - n + 2. 
Therefore we need the assumptions in the theorem so that the range of a makes 
sense. This completes the proof. 
The ‘optimal value of a that maximizes the lower bound of G5(S) in (4.6) is 
* = ^ 
a = (n + 2 ) 0 ^ + l ) . 
The corresponding estimator of E is 
E«* = a*{cS) + c(l - {trS)Im- (4.7) 
m 
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R e m a r k : In particular, ^  NjjJ i , E), then • = - 1 / 2 and < ( 0 ) = 1/4 > 
0. Hence, K> = 0. It always satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 4.1. From 
A 
Theorem 4.1, under the loss L3, T,a dominates Eo provided that 
n - 2 , z i 
< OL < 1. 
n + 2 - -
Moreover, the ‘optimal, a is n/{n + 2). We note that it is exactly the Theorem 
2.2 in Leung and Chan(1998). 
4.5 Simulation Study for Multivariate-Elliptical 
t Distributions under the Loss L3 
In this section, we will choose the multivaxiate-elliptical t distribution, an 
example of spherical distributions, to perform our simulation study. Before our 
simulation, we have to know some properties about the multivariate-elliptical t 
distribution. 
4.5.1 Properties of Multivariate-Elliptical t Distributions 
From Muirhead(1982) p.48, we suppose that Y is Nm(Q, V) and Z is x^, and 
that Y and Z are independent where Y is a positive definite matrix. If 
H r . y , 
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then X has a m-variate elliptically t distribution with d degree of freedom and 
parameter V. Moreover, it has density function 
r[ |(^ + H ] … ^ . - i / 2 _ _ _ l _ _ 
1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ( ) [i + M ^ ^ ( _ ) ' 2 . 
P r o p e r t y 1. E{X) = 0 and Cov{X) = dV/{d - 2), for d > 2. 
Proof: 
7 ^ x V 2 ] 
E{X) = Ez[EY\z{X)] = Ez f J EriY) = 0. (since Y, Z independent) 
_ _ 
Since Z follows x!, we have 
n l l f / 1 \ 1 i=2^ - £ , 
^ W = L \ z ) ¥ i w i 2 f ' ' ' ' ^ 
= / _ _ L _ , ^ e - t d . 
2r ( f ) Jz>o 2(^-2)/2r ( 
= i m 
— 2 r ( f ) 
_ 1 
= d - 2 ' 
Therefore, 
Ccw{X) = E{X^) = E\^Y^ 
Zi 
11 
=dEz — Ey(X^) (because Y and Z independent) 
i Z \ 
— 
=d-2' . 
Remark: On the other hand, from Muirhead(1982) p.41, we know that Cov{X)= 
-2ip'{0)V. Thus, for multivariate elliptical t-distributions with d degrees of free-
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dom, we have ^'(0) = -d/[2(d — 2)]. 
P r o p e r t y 2. The kurtosis parameter K> = 2j{d 4), for d > 4. 
Proof: Since Z follows x!, we have 
• 1 1 r ( 1 \ 1 ^ _z , 
^ b ] L b ) ¥ i w j 2 f ^ ' " ' ' ' 
=EiM f _ _ L _ . ^ e - i d . 





Vn • • • ^lm 
T/ — • . • 
y • • . 
Vml . • • ^mm 
• _ 
From Muirhead(1982) p.49, we know that the marginal distributions of Xj {j = 
1 ...m) all have the same kurtosis K. Thus, we can only use the first element of 
X, i.e. Xi, to find the kurtosis. From Berkane and Bentler(1986), we have 
I 
_ "4 1 
" M 
where /i2 and /i4 are the centered second and fourth moments of Xi respectively. 
From Property 1 we have /i2 = Cov{Xi) = dvn/{d - 2). Since Yi fol-
lows N{0,vu), its moment generating function (m.g.f.) is M{t) = exp{vnt^/2}. 
Hence, 
^^ ^ ^ = ^v^^exp{^vnt'} + Qvlt'exp{\v^^t'} + vt^t'exp{\v^^t'}, 
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and E{Y^)= … = 3 v f ^ . By the definition of fourth moment, we have 




r _ j g ^ ]Ajdvny] i — i 
K= [(d-2)(d-4)J/ U - 2 J ' d - A ' 
Remark: In fact, t-distributions will tend to normal distributions as the degrees of 
freedom d tends to infinity. Thus, when d ^ oo, we will note that Cov{X) — V, 
^'(0) — - 1 / 2 and n — 0. They exactly correspond to the results from Normal 
distributions. 
4.5.2 Simulation Study for Multivariate-Elliptical 
t Distributions 
For estimating the scale matrix E of the m-variate elliptically t distribution, we 
carry out a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare the risks of E in (4.5) and 
ta* in (4.7). For m = 3, we draw an nxmmat r ix X (for sample size n = 5,10 25) 
from the elliptical t-distribution with degrees of freedom d. In order to satisfy 
the assumptions in Theorem 4.1, we have to choose d > 2(n — m)/m + 4. Then 
we calculate the sample covariance matrix S = X'X. If we repeat the above 
A A 
procedure 1000 times, we have a sample of 1000 5's and hence Eo and E^*. By 
the 1000 Eo and E^*, we can use their average loss to estimate the risk under 
the loss function L3 in (4.4). The simulated results are summarized in Table 
4.1. In Table 4.1, for Eo and E^* and each E and (n, D.F.), five entries are 
7 0 
A 
given. The top four entries are the average loss and standard error for Eo and 
Ea* respectively, while the last entry is PRIAL. The results indicate that for most 
choices of E, the shrinkage estimator ta* provides a substantial improvement over 
the unbiased estimator Eo, especially when n is small or E is close to a scalar 
multiple of 1. We note that when the degrees of freedom becomes small (i.e. the 
case that the distribution of X has very heavy tails so that it seriously differs from 
normality), the improvement becomes more significant (i.e. it has larger PRIAL) 
for most of cases. It indicates that the shrinkage estimator t^* in (4.7) is much 
better than the unbiased estimator Eo even in an elliptical t-distribution with 
small degrees of freedom. On the other hand, we note that the average losses will 
significantly increase as the diagonal elements of E (it relates to the variance of 
generated numbers) increase. However, these average losses rapidly decrease as n 
(number of random numbers generated) increases. When the t-distribution has a 
large degrees of freedom, say 1000 the corresponding PRIAL's are very close to 
the results in Leung and Chan(1998). That is due to the fact that t-distributions 
will converge to the standard normal distribution as the degrees of freedom tends 
to infinity. 
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Table 4.1 — Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and PRIAL for 
estimation of E in a multivariate-elliptical t distribution under L3 
n = 5 n = 5 n 5 n = 10 n = 10 
D.F. = 6 D.F. = 20 D.F. = 10^ D.F. = 9 D.F. = 20 
E = diag{l, 1,1) 
Eo AL 4.6074 2.81913 2.57763 1.68971 1.32449 
SE 3 .57x10-1 1.11 x 10-1 8.92 x 10-2 8 . 6 8 x l 0 _ 2 3.90 x 10"2 
E«. AL 1.54996 1.44495 1.53389 .8473997 .8362235 
SE 1.31 X 10-1 6 .13x10-2 5 .75x10-2 4.99x10—2 2.62x10—2 
PRIAL 66.35932 48.74477 40.49227 49.84946 36.86433 
E = diag{A, 2’ 1) 
Eo AL 26.17818 17.3308 14.84109 9.95467 7.65298 
SE 2.03 X 10° 9.47 x 10_i 5.91 x 10"^  6.07 x 10_i 2.94 x 10_i 
£« . AL 11.00724 9.73783 9.41394 5.87549 5.28916 
SE 7.17 X 10_i 5.03 x 10_i 3.61 x 10_i 3.21 x 10_i 1.92 x 10_i 
PRIAL 57.95258 43.81203 36.56842 40.9775 30.88751 
E = rfiap(25,l,l) 
Eo AL 483.2498 356.4344 280.634 204.4984 146.267 
SE 4.10 X 10 3.00 x 10 1.62 x 10 1.85 x 10 9.20 x 10° 
£«• AL 353.2741 254.8117 214.123 175.3216 128.2381 
SE 1.37 X 10 1.54 X 10 9.17 x 10° 8.91 x 10° 5.61 x 10° 
PRIAL 26.89617 28.51091 23.70026 14.26746 12.32603 
‘ I 
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Table 4.1 {continued) 
n = 10 n = 25 n = 25 n = 25 
D.F. = 10^ D.F. = 19 D.F. = 20 D.F. = 103 
E = diag{l^ 1’ 1) 
Eo AL 1.21142 .55366 .5499028 .4698235 
SE 3.30 X 10-2 1.32 x 10—2 1.29 x 10—2 1.01 x 10 2 
t^ . AL .902622 .4034786 .4045465 .4126077 
SE 2.54 X 10-2 9.96x 10-3 9.84 xl0_3 8.99 x 10—3 
PRIAL 25.49074 27.1252 26.43307 12.17813 
E = diag{A, 2 1) 
Eo AL 7.12275 3.23617 3.2324 2.79542 
SE 2.63 X 10-1 9.08 x 10 2 9.60 x 10_2 7.69 x 10"2 
S^. AL 5.49271 2.52272 2.54043 2.48799 
SE 1.93x 10-1 6.42 x 10-2 6.81 x l0_2 6.64 x 10—2 
PRIAL 22.88502 22.04596 21.40732 10.99751 
S = dmp(25,l,l) 
Eo AL 137.3278 62.58765 61.98386 53.40689 
SE 8.19 X 10° 2.76 x 10° 2.94 x 10° 2.43 x 10° 
E^. AL 117.6722 60.074 59.54098 49.94999 
SE 5.76 X 10° 1.97 x 10° 2.09 x 10° 2.05 x 10° 
PRIAL 14.31287 4.0162 3.94117 6.47276 
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4.6 Simulation Study for e-Contaminated Nor-
mal Distributions under the Loss L3 
In this section, we will choose the e-contaminated normal distribution, an 
example of spherical distribution, to perform our simulation study. For simplicity, 
we just consider the e-contaminated normal distributions which are some mixture 
of iV^(0, E) and AT^(0,CE). Before we carry out the simulation, we have to 
introduce some properties about this kind of e-contaminated normal distributions. 
4.6.1 Properties of e-Contaminated Normal Distributions 
By definition, e-contaminated normal distributions are some mixture of two 
normal distributions. So, the density function of the e-contaminated normal 
distribution we considered is 
6 l ^ ^ 5 ^ x e o : P < [ - ^ W - i a : l + ( l - e ) ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ; ; ^ ^ x ^ { - ^ V _ _ i + 
P rope r ty 1. E[X] = 0 and Cov{X) = eE + (1 - e)(CE). 
Proof: 
E[X] = EpqX AU0 S)]Pr{X iV^(0,5])} 
^E[X\X iNUO, CE)]Pr{X Nm(Q, CE)} 
= ( 0 ) ( e ) + ( 0 ) ( l - e ) 
7 4 
= 0 . 
Cov{X) = E[XX'] 
E p 0 q x AU(0, E)]Pr{X AUO E)} 
^E[XX']X AUO, CE)]Pr{X Nm(Q, CE)} 
= ( E ) ( 6 ) + ( C E ) ( l - 6 ) . 
P r o p e r t y 2. The characteristic function E[e'^'^] of X is 
^(t 'Et) = e X exp | - i m | + (1 e) x e a ; p | - ^ t ' E t | 
and the kurtosis parameter is 
e { l - e ) { C - l f 
[ 6 + ( l - 6 ) C P . 
Proof: 
E[^''^] E[e "X |x K 0 S)]Pr{X iV^(0 S)} 
^E[^''^\X AUO, CY)]Pr{X Nm(0, CE)} 
= e X exp | - i t ' E t | + (1 e) x exp | - ^ m | . 
Hence, 
_ = e X exp | - | } + (1 - e) x exp { " ^ } 
_ = - l x e . . { - | ) - ^ ^ x e . . { - ^ 
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n v ) = i x e . . { - | ) ^ - i l = ^ x e x p ( - ^ 
_ = + 
_ = i + 
Therefore, 
r{o) 1 _ 6 ( i - 6 ) ( c - i ) ^ • 
^ ^ W W ~ [e + (1 - €)C]2 . 
Remark : Note that when e = 0 or € 1 or C = 1 K = 0. It is the case of normal 
distributions. 
4.6.2 Simulation Study for ^-Contaminated Normal Dis-
tributions 
For estimating the scale matrix E of the e-contaminated normal distribution, 
we carry out a Monte Carlo simulation study to compare the risks of E in (4.5) 
and ta* in (4.7). For m = 3 we draw an m x n matrix X' = (Xi, ...,Xn) for 
n = 5 10 25 where Xi is independently and identically distributed with the \-
contaminated normal distribution. In order to satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 
4.1, we have to choose 
^"vg<c<i i^ (if J ^ < i ) , 
l + ^ / ^ " i - y ^ V \n-m ) 
or 
c > l z J ^ (if / Z ^ > i ) 
— 1 + J ^ \ V ^  - / 
Yn—m ‘ 
Then we calculate the sample covariance matrix S = X'X. Repeating the above 
A ^ 
procedure 1000 times, we have a sample of 1000 5's and hence Eo and ” *. By 
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the 1000 Eo and E^*, we can use their average loss to estimate the risk under the 
loss function L3 in (4.4). The simulation results are summarized in Table 4.2. In 
Table 4.2, for Eo and Ea* and each E and (n, C), five entries are given. The top 
four entries are the average loss and standard error for Eo and t^* respectively, 
while the last entry is PRIAL. We note that for most choices of E, the shrinkage 
estimator £«* provides a substantial improvement over the unbiased estimator 
fio especially when n is small or E is close to a scalar multiple of I. Moreover, 
when the C becomes large (i.e. the case that the distribution of X has very 
heavy tails so that it seriously differs from normality), the improvement becomes 
more significant (i.e. it has larger PRIAL) for most of cases. It indicates that the 
A 
shrinkage estimator E«. in (4.7) is much better than the unbiased estimator Eo 
even in a contaminated normal distribution with heavy tails. From Table 4.2, we 
also note that the average losses will significantly increase as the diagonal elements 
of E (it relates to the variance of the generated numbers) increase. However, 
these average losses rapidly decrease as n (number of random numbers generated) 
increases. When C = 1 the considered contaminated normal distribution is 
actually a normal distribution with mean zero and variance E. Therefore, the 
corresponding PRIAL's are very close to the results in Leung and Chan(1998). 
7 7 
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Table 4.2 — Average loss (AL), standard error (SE), and PRIAL for 
estimation of E in a ^-contaminated normal distribution under L3 
n = 5 n = 5 n = 5 n = 10 n = 10 
C = 10 C = 2 C = 1 C7 = 4 C = 2 
E = diag[l, 1,1) 
So AL 4.65933 2.87293 2.45496 1.83814 1.41654 
SE 1.97 X 10-1 1.11 X 10-1 8 .37x10-2 6.15 x 10"2 4.41 x 10"2 
E^. AL 1.74842 1.51299 1.46789 .9572069 .9195711 
SE 8.53x10-2 6 .36x10-2 5 .41xl0_2 3.48 x 10"2 2.99 x 10"2 
PRIAL 62.47494 47.33633 40.20712 47.92513 35.08306 
E = diag{A, 2’ 1) 
£0 AL 26.7534 16.29495 13.87152 10.88963 8.36325 
SE 1.33 X 10° 7.20 x 10-1 5.34 xlO_i 4.55xlO_i 3.23xlO_i 
£«• AL 12.04116 9.49542 8.94059 6.47904 5.81364 
SE 5.48 X 10-1 3.91 ^ 10_i 3.22 x 10_i 2.36 x 10_i 2.06 x 10_i 
PRIAL 54.99201 41.72784 35.54718 40.50273 30.48579 
S = dm^(25,l,l) 
So AL 531.0498 313.5529 267.4023 217.2903 164.0553 
SE 4.21 X 10 2.26 x 10 1.66 x 10 1.41 x 10 9.99 x 10° 
£«• AL 364.7876 240.0223 212.5487 180.4063 138.1022 
SE 1.58 X 10 1.16 X 10 9.50 x 10° 6.62 x 10° 6.02 x 10° 
PRIAL 31.30821 23.45077 20.51349 16.97452 15.81974 
7 8 
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Table 4.2 {continued) 
n = 10 n = 25 n = 25 n 25 
C = 1 C = 2 C = 1.5 C = 1 
E = diag(l, 1 1) 
t o AL 1.19894 .5379806 .4948885 .4709226 
SE 3.20 X 10-2 1.25 x 10_2 1.11 x 10_2 1.04 x 10 2 
E^. AL .8947944 .4052982 .410892 .4154762 
SE 2.44 X 10-2 9.73 x 10-3 9.37 x 10—3 9.25 xl0_3 
PRIAL 25.36799 24.66303 16.97282 11.77398 
E = diap(4,2,l) 
Eo AL 7.07526 3.16321 2.89059 2.72752 
SE 2.33 x 10-1 9.20 x 10-2 8.07 x lO'^ 7.28 x 10"2 
S , . AL 5.48975 2.54315 2.47567 2.44433 
SE 1.70 x 10—1 6.72 x 10—2 6.51 x 10—2 6.27 x 10—2 
PRIAL 22.40933 19.60244 14.35408 10.38268 
S = diag{2b, 1’ 1) 
So AL 137.7122 61.10858 55.67739 52.72408 
SE 7.24x10 2 .74x10 2.44x10° 2 .26x10 
E^. AL 119.6544 59.07352 52.32796 49.51788 
SE 5.12x10 2 .00x10 1.94x10° 1.91x10° 
PRIAL 13.11273 3.33023 6.01577 6.0811 
4.7 Discussions 
In this chapter, we have proved that, under the squared error loss L3 in (4.4), 
the shrinkage estimator E« in (4.1) of E which shrink the eigenvalues towards their 
7 9 
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arithmetic mean dominates the unbiased estimator E in (4.5) of D. However, 
other shrinkage estimators with different forms may also give similar results. For 
instance, we can consider the shrinkage estimators in previous chapters of this 
thesis that shrink the eigenvalues towards their harmonic mean ”£^~-i or the 
shrinkage estimators that shrink the eigenvalues towards their geometric mean 
( n £ i h)^ instead of the arithmetic mean. These classes of orthogonally invariant 
estimators are respectively, 
Ea aSo + (1 - c ^ T ^ J m (4.8) 
trEo 
and 
!:« = aSo + (l-c^)|So|i—/m, (4.9) 
where a is the shrinkage parameter between 0 and 1. 
In this chapter, since we relax the distribution assumption from normality, 
we can use neither the Wishart Identity nor the F Identity which are based on 
the normality assumption. Note that when we consider the classes of estimators 
in (4.8) or (4.9) the risk calculations under the squared error loss considered in 
this chapter involve the expectations of some inverse of Wishart matrices or F 
matrices. Without the Wishart and F Identity, it is difficult to obtain bounds 
for these expectations. Hence, the risk calculations for these classes of estimators 
become very complicate. Although it leaves much room for further studies, more 




Wisha r t Identi ty: 
Suppose that S == (Sij) is a random m x m positive definite matrix and has a 
Wishart distribution with scale matrix E and n degrees of freedom, denoted by 
Wm{n, E). Consider a matrix V = (t^) where Vij are functions of S and E. We 
define V^r) = rV + (1 - r)diag{V) and a matrix of differential operators 
1 d 
i^ = K ) = ^ ) ‘ 
where 6ij is the Kronecker delta. DV means the formal matrix product of D 
and y . For a real-valued function h{S), define dh{S)/dS = {dh{S)/dsij). Under 
fairly general regularity conditions in Haff(1979), he derived the following identity 
E[h{S)tr{^-'V)] = 2E[h{S)tr{DV)] + 2E{tr[dh{S)/dS)V^i/2)]} 
+(n - m - l)E[h{S)tr{S-^V)]. 
The regularity conditions are used to ensure that the function hV satisfied the 
conditions of Stokes’ theorem. This identity is called the Wishart identity. 
F Identi ty: 
Let F = { f i j ) be a random mxmpositive definite matrix having a multivariate 
F distribution with scale matrix A and degrees of freedom ni and n2, denoted 
by F^(n1,n2;A). The definition of V V^ (r), D and h are same as in the Wishart 
identity with F = { f i j ) replace S = (¾) and A replace E. Under fairly general 
8 1 
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regularity conditions in Konno(1988), he proved the following identity 
•2 2 (dh(F) \ 
E[h{F)tr{^ + F)-V] = E -h{F)tr{DV) + -tr \^-^V^,/2) j 
+ 1 - - 1 1 1 
n 
where n = rii + n2. The regularity conditions are used to ensure that the function 




Program (1): (For the simulation in Section 2.4) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM 
PARAMETER (M=3, N=5, NUM=1000) 




REAL S(NXJM,M,M),SIVT(NUM,M,M), TRS (NUM) 
REAL ALPHA, VBEST(NUM,M,M) , VUEST(NUM,M,M) 






DATA V/1.0, 0,0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 




C GENERATE 1000 WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,M 








DO 25 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA(M,N,A) 
CALL TRANSFORM(M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
DO 35 J=l,M 






C FIND THE INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V 
pow=-i.o 
CALL POWER(M,POW,EVAL,EVEC,ZPOWER) 
DO 55 I=l,M 





C FIND THE 1000 INVERSES OF WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 75 I=l,NUM 
DO 85 J=l,M 






CALL POWER(M,POW,EVAL,EVEC,ZPOWER) , 
DO 105 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 TRACES OF INVERSE MATRICES S**-1 
DO 125 I=l,NUM 
TRS(I)=0.0 







C FIND THE 1000 SHRINKAGE ESTIMATES OF SCALE MATRIX V 




DO 145 I=l,NUM 
DO 155 J=l,M 
DO 165 K=l,M 










C FIND THE 1000 UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF V 
DO 175 I=l,NUM 
DO 185 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 205 Il=l,NUM 
DO 215 I2=l,M 
DO 225 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 245 Il=l,NUM 
DO 255 I2=l,M 
DO 265 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 



















C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF 1000 WISHART S FOR CHECKING 
DO 9001 I=l,M 
DO 9002 J=l,M 
SMEAN{I,J)=0.0 





C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *, 'SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9004 I=l,M 
9004 PRINT *,(V(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *,‘INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9005 I=l,M 
9005 PRINT *,(VINT(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, 'MEAN OF WISHART MATRIX S:‘ 
DO 9006 I=l,M 
9006 PRINT *,(SMEAN(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, 'THE PRIAL IS:‘,PRIAL 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLU 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLB 
PRINT *, 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:',SDU 





REAL A{M,M),T(M,M), NORM(M*(M-l)/2),RNNOF, DF,C,CHI(M) 
INTEGER M,N, NN,NC 
EXTERNAL RNNOF 
C 
C GENERATE NN STANDARD-NORMAL NUMBERS 
NN=M*(M-1)/2 




C GENERATE M CHI-SQUARED NUMBERS 
NC=1 






C CALCULATE THE MATRIX OF T 
K=1 
DO 30 I=l,M 
DO 40 J=l,M 
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN 
T(I,J)=CHI(I)**0.5 









C CALCULATE THE WISHART MATRIX OF A 
DO 50 I=l,M 




















C FIND EIGENVALUES AND VECTORS OF Z 








DO 80 I=l,M 
DO 90 J=l,M 








C CALCULATE Z-POWER BY (EVEC)*D*(EVEC)‘ 
DO 100 I=l,M 
DO 110 J=l,M 
DEVEC(I,J)=0.0 






DO 130 I=l,M 
DO 140 J=l,M 
ZPOWER{I,J)=0.0 
DO 150 K=l,M 








SUBROUTINE TRANS FORM(M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
INTEGER M 
REAL A(M,M), ZPOWER(M,M), AZPOWER(M,M), ASTAR{M,M) 
C 
C TRANSFORM MATRIX A TO S BY {ZPOWER)*A*(ZPOWER)‘ 
DO 160 I=l,M 
DO 170 J=l,M 
AZPOWER(I,J)=0.0 







DO 190 I=l,M 
DO 200 J=l,M 
ASTAR(I,J)=0.0 
DO 210 K=l,M 














C FACTOR THE MATRIX Q 
CALL LFTRG(M,Q,LDA,FAC,LDFAC,IPVT) 
C 












Program (2): (For the simulation in Section 2.6) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM 
PARAMETER (M=4, N=20, NUM=1000) 




REAL S(NUM,M,M),SIVT(NUM,M,M), TRS(NUM) 
REAL ALPHA,ALPHAl,ALPHA2, VBEST{NUM,M,M), VUEST(NUM,M,M) 






DATA V/1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 





C GENERATE 1000 WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,M 








DO 25 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA{M,N,A) 
CALL TRANSFORM{M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
DO 35 J=l,M 






C FIND THE INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V 
pow=-i.o 
CALL POWER(M,POW,EVAL,EVEC,ZPOWER) 
DO 55 I=l,M 





C FIND THE 1000 INVERSES OF WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 75 I=l,NUM 
DO 85 J=l,M 







DO 105 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 TRACES OF INVERSE MATRICES S**-1 














DO 145 I=l,NUM 
DO 155 J=l,M 
DO 165 K=l,M 
IF (J.EQ.K) THEN 
VBEST (I, J• K) =ALPHA*S {I, J, K) /C+ (1-ALPHA) *M/ (C* 
* TRS(I)) 
ELSE 






C FIND THE 1000 BEST LINEAR ESTIMATES OF V 
DO 175 I=l,NUM 
DO 185 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 205 Il=l,NUM 
DO 215 I2=l,M 
DO 225 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 245 Il=l,NUM 
DO 255 I2=l,M 
DO 265 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 












DO 295 I=l,NUM 






C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF 1000 WISHART S FOR CHECKING 
DO 9001 I=l,M 
DO 9002 J=l,M 
SMEAN(I,J)=0.0 





C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *, 'SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9004 I=l,M 
9004 PRINT *,(V{I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, ‘INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9005 I=l,M 
9005 PRINT *,(VINT(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, ‘MEAN OF WISHART MATRIX S:‘ 
DO 9006 I=l,M 
9006 PRINT *,(SMEAN(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT * , ‘ THE PRIAL IS : ‘ , PRIAL 
PRINT *• 'THE RISK FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLU 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLB 
PRINT *, 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE IS:',SDU 





REAL A(M,M),T{M,M), NORM(M*{M-l)/2),RNNOF, DF,C,CHI(M) 
INTEGER M,N, NN,NC 
EXTERNAL RNNOF 
C 
C GENERATE NN STANDARD-NORMAL NUMBERS 
NN=M*(M-1)/2 




C GENERATE M CHI-SQUARED NUMBERS 
NC=1 






C CALCULATE THE MATRIX OF T 
K=1 
DO 30 I=l,M 
DO 40 J=l,M 
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN 
T(I,J)=CHI(I)**0.5 









C CALCULATE THE WISHART MATRIX OF A 
* 
9 0 
DO 50 I=l,M 
DO 60 J=l,M 
A(I,J)=0.0 
















C FIND EIGENVALUES AND VECTORS OF Z 








DO 80 I=l,M 
DO 90 J=l,M 








C CALCULATE Z-POWER BY (EVEC)*D*(EVEC)‘ 
DO 100 I=l,M 
DO 110 J=l,M 
DEVEC{I,J)=0.0 






DO 130 I=l,M 
DO 140 J=l,M 
ZPOWER(I,J)=0.0 











REAL A{M,M), ZPOWER(M,M), AZPOWER(M,M), ASTAR(M,M) 
C 
C TRANSFORM MATRIX A TO S BY (ZPOWER)*A*(ZPOWER)‘ 
DO 160 I=l,M 
DO 170 J=l,M 
AZPOWER(I,J)=0.0 
DO 180 K=l,M 






DO 190 I=l,M 
DO 200 J=l,M 
ASTAR(I,J)=0.0 
DO 210 K=l,M 












DO 220 I=l,M 
220 Q(I,I)=Q{I,I)-1.0 
DO 230 I=l,M 
DO 240 J=l,M 
QQ{I,J)=0.0 












Program (3): (For the simulation ln Section 3.4) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM,Nl,N2 
PARAMETER (M=3, NUM=1000, Nl=5, N2=5) 




REAL S(NUM,M,M),SIVT(NUM,M,M), TRS(NUM) 
REAL ALPHA, VBEST(NUM,M,M), VUEST(NUM,M,M) 
REAL Q(M,M),LOSS, LOSSU(NUM),LOSSB(NUM), LU,LB,PRIAL 
REAL MEANLU,MEANLB,SDU,SDB 





DATA V/1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 1.0/ 
C=N1/(N2-M-1.0) 
PRINT *,'M= ‘,M 
PRINT *,'N1= ‘,N1,‘ N2= ‘,N2 
C 
C GENERATE 1000 WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,M 









DO 25 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA(M,N,A) 
CALL TRANSFORM(M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
DO 35 J=l,M 






C FIND THE INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V 
pow=-i.o 
CALL POWER(M,POW,EVAL,EVEC,ZPOWER) 
DO 55 I=l,M 





C FIND THE 1000 HALF WISHART S**0.5 WITH SCALE=V 
DO 66 I=l,NUM 
DO 67 J=l,M 







DO 69 J=l,M 










DO 72 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA(M,N,A) 
DO 73 J=l,M 







DO 76 J=l,M 






C CALCULATE 1000 F=(A**0.5)*(B**-1)*(A**0.5) 
DO 78 I=l,NUM 
DO 79 J=l,M 





CALL TRANS FORM(M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
DO 82 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 INVERSES OF WISHART MATRICES F 
DO 75 I=l,NUM 
DO 85 J=l,M 







DO 105 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 TRACES OF INVERSE MATRICES F**-1 
DO 125 I=l,NUM 
TRS(I)=0.0 










DO 145 I=l,NUM 
DO 155 J=l,M 
DO 165 K=l,M 












C FIND THE 1000 UNBIASED ESTIMATES OF V 
DO 175 I=l,NUM 
DO 185 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 205 Il=l,NUM 
DO 215 I2=l,M 
DO 225 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 245 Il=l,NUM 
DO 255 I2=l,M 
DO 265 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 


















C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF 1000 F FOR CHECKING 
DO 9001 I=l,M 
DO 9002 J=l,M 
SMEAN(I,J)=0.0 








C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *, 'SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9004 I=l,M 
9004 PRINT *,(V(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, ‘INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9005 I=l,M 
9005 PRINT *,(VINT(I,J),J=1,M) 
PRINT *, •MEAN OF MATRIX F:‘ 
DO 9006 I=l,M 
9006 PRINT *,(SMEAN{I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *• 'THE PRIAL IS:‘,PRIAL 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLU 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLB 
PRINT *, 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:‘,SDU 
PRINT *• 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,SDB 
END 
C … * 
C ********************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE WISHA(M,N,A) 
REAL A(M,M),T(M,M), NORM(M*{M-1)/2),RNNOF, DF,C,CHI(M) 
INTEGER M,N, NN,NC 
EXTERNAL RNNOF 
C 
C GENERATE NN STANDARD-NORMAL NUMBERS 
NN=M*(M-1)/2 




C GENERATE M CHI-SQUARED NUMBERS 
NC=1 






C CALCULATE THE MATRIX OF T 
K=1 
DO 30 I=l,M 
DO 40 J=l,M 
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN 
T{I,J)=CHI(!)**0.5 









C CALCULATE THE WISHART MATRIX OF A 
DO 50 I=l,M 
DO 60 J=l,M 
A{I,J)=0.0 

















C FIND EIGENVALUES AND VECTORS OF Z 








DO 80 I=l,M 
DO 90 J=l,M 








C CALCULATE Z-POWER BY (EVEC)*D*(EVEC)‘ 
DO 100 I=l,M 
DO 110 J=l,M 
DEVEC(I,J)=0.0 






DO 130 I=l,M 
DO 140 J=l,M 
ZPOWER{I,J)=0.0 











REAL A{M,M), ZPOWER(M,M), AZPOWER{M,M), ASTAR{M,M) 
C 
C TRANSFORM MATRIX A TO S BY (ZPOWER)*A*(ZPOWER)• 
DO 160 I=l,M 
DO 170 J=l,M 
AZPOWER(I,J)=0-0 






DO 190 I=l,M 
DO 200 J=l,M 
ASTAR{I,J)=0.0 


















C FACTOR THE MATRIX Q 
CALL LFTRG(M,Q,LDA,FAC,LDFAC,IPVT) 
C 












Program (4): (For the simulation in Section 3.7) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM,Nl,N2 
PARAMETER (M=8, NUM=1000, Nl=40, N2=40) 




REAL S{NUM,M,M),SIVT(NUM,M,M), TRS(NUM) 
REAL ALPHA,ALPHAl,ALPHA2, VBEST{NUM,M,M), VUEST{NUM,M,M) 
REAL Q(M,M),LOSS, LOSSU(NUM),LOSSB(NUM), LU,LB,PRIAL 
REAL MEANLU,MEANLB,SDU,SDB 





DATA V/1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0/ 
C=((N1+M+1.0)*(N2-M-1.0)+M*Nl+2.0)/((N2-M)*(N2-M-3.0)) 
PRINT *•‘M= I,M 
PRINT *,'N1= |,N1,, N2= ‘,N2 
C 
C GENERATE 1000 WISHART MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,M 









DO 25 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA(M,N,A) 
CALL TRANSFORM(M,A,ZPOWER,ASTAR) 
DO 35 J=l,M ’ 






C FIND THE INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V 
pow=-i.o 
CALL POWER(M,POW,EVAL,EVEC,ZPOWER) 
DO 55 I=l,M 





C FIND THE 1000 HALF WISHART S**0.5 WITH SCALE=V 
DO 66 I=l,NUM . 
DO 67 J=l,M 







DO 69 J=l,M 








C GENERATE 1000 WISHART MATRICES B**-1 WITH SCALE=I 
N=N2 
DO 72 I=l,NUM 
CALL WISHA(M,N,A) 
DO 73 J=l,M 







DO 76 J=l,M 






C CALCULATE 1000 F=(A**0.5)*(B**-1)*{A**0.5) 
DO 78 I=l,NUM 
DO 79 J=l,M 






DO 82 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 INVERSES OF MATRICES F 
DO 75 I=l,NUM 
DO 85 J=l,M 







DO 105 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 TRACES OF INVERSE MATRICES F**-1 
DO 125 I=l,NUM 
TRS(I)=0.0 











PRINT *, 'ALPHA1= ‘ ,ALPHA1, ‘ ALPHA2= ‘ ,ALPHA2 
ALPHA=(ALPHAl+ALPHA2)/(2*ALPHA1) 
« 
1 0 0 
PRINT *,'ALPHA= ‘,ALPHA 
DO 145 I=l,NUM 
DO 155 J=l,M 
DO 165 K=l,M 










C FIND THE 1000 BEST LINEAR ESTIMATES OF V 
DO 175 I=l,NUM 
DO 185 J=l,M 






C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 205 Il=l,NUM 
DO 215 I2=l,M 
DO 225 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE 1000 LOSS FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE OF V 
DO 245 Il=l,NUM 
DO 255 I2=l,M 
DO 265 J=l,M 
Q(I2,J)=0.0 









C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 
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C CALCULATE THE MEAN OF 1000 F FOR CHECKING 
DO 9001 I=l,M 
DO 9002 J=l,M 
SMEAN{I,J)=0.0 





C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *, 'SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9004 I=l,M 
9004 PRINT *,(V(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *• ‘INVERSE OF SCALE MATRIX V:‘ 
DO 9005 I=l,M 
9005 PRINT *,(VINT{I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, ‘MEAN OF MATRIX F:‘ 
DO 9006 I=l,M 
9006 PRINT *,(SMEAN(I,J),J=l,M) 
PRINT *, 'THE PRIAL IS:‘,PRIAL 
PRINT *, 'THE RISK FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLU 
PRINT *', 'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS: ‘ ,MEANLB 
PRINT *• 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR BEST LINEAR ESTIMATE IS:',SDU 





REAL A(M,M),T(M,M), NORM(M*(M-l)/2),WJNOF, DF,C,CHI(M) 
INTEGER M,N, NN,NC 
EXTERNAL RNNOF 
C 
c GENERATE NN STANDARD-NORMAL NUMBERS 
NN=M*(M-1)/2 




C GENERATE M CHI-SQUARED NUMBERS 
NC=1 






C CALCULATE THE MATRIX OF T 
K=1 
DO 30 I=l,M 
DO 40 J=l,M 
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN 
T(I,J)=CHI{I)**0.5 









C CALCULATE THE WISHART MATRIX OF A 
DO 50 I=l,M 
DO 60 J=l,M 
A(I,J)=0.0 












INTEGER LDA, LDEVEC, M 





c FIND EIGENVALUES AND VECTORS OF Z 








DO 80 I=l,M 
DO 90 J=l,M 








C CALCULATE Z-POWER BY (EVEC)*D*(EVEC)‘ 
DO 100 I=l,M 
DO 110 J=l,M 
DEVEC(I,J)=0.0 






DO 130 I=l,M 
DO 140 J=l,M 
ZPOWER(I,J)=0.0 











REAL A{M,M), ZPOWER(M,M), AZPOWER(M,M), ASTAR{M,M) 
C 
C TRANSFORM MATRIX A TO S BY (ZPOWER)*A*(ZPOWER)‘ 
DO 160 I=l,M 
DO 170 J=l,M 
AZPOWER(I,J)=0.0 
DO 180 K=l,M 
AZPOWER(I,J)=AZPOWER(I,J)+A(I,K)*ZPOWER(K,J) 
180 CONTINUE 
170 CONTINUE • 
160 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 190 I=l,M 
DO 200 J=l,M 
ASTAR(I,J)=0.0 
DO 210 K=l,M 














DO 220 I=l,M 
220 Q{I,I)=Q{I,I)-1.0 
DO 230 I=l,M 
DO 240 J=l,M 
QQ(I,J)=0.0 
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Program (5): (For the simulation in Section 4.5.2) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM 









DATA SIGMA/1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 1.0/ 
PRINT *,IM = ‘,M 
PRINT *,‘N = ‘,N 
PRINT *,IDF =‘,DF 
PRINT *,‘SCALE MATRIX SIGMA IS:‘ 
DO 1 I=l,M 
1 PRINT *,(SIGMA{I,J),J=l,M) 
C 
c GENERATE 1000 MULTIVARIATE T DISTRIBUTION MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,NUM 
CALL TDIST(M,N,DF,ISEED,SIGMA,A) 
DO 15 J=l,M 






C CHECKING THE EXPECTATION OF S = SIGMA*N*DF/(DF-2) 
DO 6 I=l,M 
DO 7 J=l,M 
SMEAN(I,J)=0.0 





PRINT *,‘THE MEAN OF S IS :‘ 
DO 9 I=l,M 
9 PRINT *,{SMEAN(I,J),J=l,M) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE UNBIASED ESTIMATOR OF SCALE MATRIX SIGMA 
DO 35 I=l,NUM 
DO 45 J=l,M 





C CALCULATE THE SHRINKAGE ESTIMATOR OF SCALE MATRIX SIGMA 
KK=2.0/(DF-4.0) 
ALPHA=N/{{N+2.0)*(KK+1.0)) 
DO 65 I=l,NUM 
TR{I)=0.0 
DO 75 J=l,M 
75 TR(I)=TR{I)+UEST(I,J,J) 
65 CONTINUE , 
DO 85 I=l,NUM 
DO 95 J=l,M 
DO 105 K=l,M 
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c 
C CALCULATE THE 1000 LOSS FOR THE UNBIASED ESTIMATOR 
DO 115 I=l,NUM 
DO 125 J=l,M 







C CALCULATE THE 1000 LOSS FOR THE SHRINKAGE ESTIMATOR 
DO 145 I=l,NUM 
DO 155 J=l,M 







C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 


















C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *,'THE PRIAL IS:•,PRIAL 
PRINT *,'THE RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:',MEANLU 
PRINT *,'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLB 
PRINT *,‘THE S.D. OF RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:',SDU 






REAL DF,SIGMA(M,M),C,Z{N), Y(N,M),RSIG(M,M),A(M,M),X(N,M) 
REAL XX(N,M),COV(M,M) 
INTEGER M,N,NC, IRANK,LDR,LDRSIG 
EXTERNAL CHFAC,RNMVN,RNCHI 
C 






C GENERATE N Z BY CHI-SQUARE C WITH D.F.=DF 
NC=1 





DO 20 I=l,N 
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DO 40 I=l,M 
DO 50 J=l,M 
A(I,J)=0.0 













C FIND THE LOSS = TR{SIGMA-ESTIMATOR)**2 
DO 130 I=l,M 




DO 150 I=l,M 
DO 160 J=l,M 
D2{I,J)=0.0 
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Program (6): (For the simulation in Section 4.6.2) 
INTEGER M,N,ISEED,NUM•NR,L,LDR,LDRSIG 









DATA SIGMA/1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 
* 0.0, 0.0, 1.0/ 
PRINT *,‘M = ‘,M 
PRINT *,,N = ‘,N 
PRINT *,'EPSILON = ‘,EPSILON 
PRINT *, •C = • , C 
PRINT *,‘SCALE MATRIX SIGMA IS:‘ 
DO 1 I=l,M 
1 PRINT *,(SIGMA(I,J),J=l,M) 
C 
c GENERATE 1000 MULT. CONTAMINATED NORMAL MATRICES S 
DO 5 I=l,M 









DO 25 I=l,NUM 
CALL RNXJN(NR,U) 
DO 26 J=l,N 







DO 27 K=l,M 
27 X(J,K) =R(l,K) 
26 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 35 J=l,M 
DO 45 K=l,M 
A(J,K)=0.0 
DO 55 L=l,N 




DO 65 J=l,M 
DO 75 K=l,M 





C CHECKING THE EXPECTATION OF S = (EPSILON)*{N*SIGMA) 
C +{l-EPSILON)*(N*{C*SIGMA)) 
DO 6 I=l,M 
DO 7 J=l,M 
SMEAN(I,J)=0.0 
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6 CONTINUE 
PRINT *,‘THE MEAN OF S IS :‘ 
DO 9 I=l,M 
9 PRINT *,(SMEAN{I,J),J=l,M) 
C 
C 
C CALCULATE THE UNBIASED ESTIMATOR OF SCALE MATRIX SIGMA 
DO 85 I=l,NUM 
DO 95 J=l,M 






C CALCULATE THE SHRINKAGE ESTIMATOR OF SCALE MATRIX SIGMA 
KK=EPSILON*(1-EPSILON)*(l-C)**2•0/{EPSILON+(1-EPSILON)*C)**2.0 
ALPHA=N/{{N+2.0)*(KK+1.0)) 
DO 115 I=l,NUM 
TR(I)=0.0 
DO 125 J=l,M 
125 TR(I)=TR(I)+UEST(I,J,J) 
115 CONTINUE 
DO 135 I=l,NUM 
DO 145 J=l,M 
DO 155 K=l,M 









C CALCULATE THE 1000 LOSS FOR THE UNBIASED ESTIMATOR 
DO 165 I=l,NUM 
DO 175 J=l,M 





C PRINT *•, LOSSU =‘,LOSS 
165 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE 1000 LOSS FOR THE SHRINKAGE ESTIMATOR 
DO 195 I=l,NUM 
DO 205 J=l,M 





C PRINT *,‘ LOSSB =‘,LOSS 
195 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN AVERAGE LOSS (PRIAL) 
LU=0.0 
LB=0.0 










DO 235 I=l,NUM 







C PRINT THE RESULTS 
PRINT *,'THE PRIAL IS:‘,PRIAL 
PRINT *,‘THE RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLU 
PRINT *,'THE RISK FOR SHRINKAGE ESTIMATE IS:‘,MEANLB 
PRINT * 'THE S.D. OF RISK FOR UNBIASED ESTIMATE IS::SDU 









c FIND THE LOSS = TR(SIGMA-ESTIMATOR)**2 
DO 130 I=l,M 




DO 150 I=l,M 
DO 160 J=l,M 
D2(I,J)-0.0 
DO 170 K=l,M 
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